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City Council Agenda - Worksession
Monday, March 22, 2021, 5:00 p.m.
Council Worksession Room
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

ROLL CALL

3.

COUNCIL BUSINESS and/or DISCUSSION ITEMS
3.1 Discussion; Anoka Chamber of Commerce, Manufacturing Cohort – John LeTourneau.

4.

3.2

Discussion; River Lane Access Agreement.

3.3

Discussion; U.S. Highway 10/169 Improvement Project; Construction Administration &
Project Updates.

3.4

Discussion; Intoxicating Liquor License Requirements/Request from Ambi Wine Bar.

3.5

Discussion; Organized Garbage Hauling.

ADJOURNMENT

Some or all members of the Anoka City Council may participate in this City Council Worksession by telephone
or videoconference rather than by being personally present. Members of the public who desire to give input or
testimony during the meeting may do so by calling or texting in comments prior to meeting and live during
meeting (763-220-9005) or by email at: remotemeeting@ci.anoka.mn.us. Members of the public may also monitor
and participate in the meeting by attending via video conference (Zoom Webinar). The Zoom Webinar link will
be posted prior to the meeting on the City of Anoka's website calendar at:
https://www.anokaminnesota.com/calendar.aspx?CID=14. To access the link, from the online calendar, find the
correct meeting date and click "More Details."
NOTE: There will be challenges and delays as we attempt this option. It is highly recommended
to leave comments on this voicemail system prior to the meeting.
The number to call is: 763-220-9005.
Meeting by telephone or other electronic means in accordance with Minnesota Statute 13D.021.
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COUNCIL WORKSESSION MEMO

3.1
Agenda Item # __________

Meeting Date:

March 22, 2021

Agenda Section:

Council Business and/or Discussion Items

Item Description:

Discussion; Anoka Chamber of Commerce, Manufacturing Cohort-John Letourneau

Submitted By:

Doug Borglund, Community Development Director

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Annually the City of Anoka contributes $5,000 to Anoka Chamber of Commerce and Manufacturing Cohort.
John Letourneau of the Anoka Chamber of Commerce and Manufacturing Cohort will update the City Council
on the work that the Manufacturing Cohort is doing.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
NA
COUNCIL DIRECTION REQUESTED
None
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Recap Of the Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce
Manufacture CoHort:
Historical Recount of Activity:
2011: The CoHort effort was first proposed as a result of The AACC Board of Directors workplan
in 2011. The Board Chair, Mike Scholl, believed that the AACC could be a better advocate for
local manufacturing.
2012: Manufacture CoHort designs a mission statement.
To become a catalyst for strengthening community manufacturing - accelerating a
transformation into a more efficient and powerful engine of innovation, job creation and
economic growth.
Along with the Mission, the CoHort came to a common understanding the that the effort could
support multiple solutions in three primary areas: Workforce Acquisition, Workforce
Incumbent Development, and Continuous Improvement.
• Respectively, who are the next segments of the community that can be ready for jobs in
Manufacturing?
• Secondly, who in our current workforce are ready to be trained to be our next leaders?
And how?
• Finally, What are the areas inside our operations that we can add value to, remove cost or
waist, or find efficiency?
Early seasons found the CoHort focusing on issues associated with continuous improvement.
• LEAN manufacturing
• Cost Reduction
• Systems sharing on best practices
• How to compete with China
By 2015, vitality was returning to manufacturing. Efforts shifted toward Workforce. Focus
became:
•

Internships and Apprenticeships – we created a “template” pathway to a simpler system
on the “how to” for establishing successful internships and apprenticeships.

•

Workforce Development Planning was introduced. Moving workforce development from
an “at hock” system to a broad view strategic process. The CoHort looked a workforce
for the first time as a task viewed from a very high elevation. Workforce will be
something that needs to be planned. This will result in short term, mid-term and longterm benefit, sustaining itself. We wanted to assure that we would have a reliable year
after year supply of good candidates for heir.
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•

The CoHort continued to solidify our relationship with the Anoka Technical College.
Learned the needs and competencies of the college and how their model could better
serve the end-user, Manufacturing.

•

Set up a solid relationship with K12, Anoka-Hennepin School District #11. Helped them
to see themselves as a manufacturer. Produce a product we refer to as “reliable well
educated workforce individuals”. AKA: Students ready for good jobs in the trades.

•

Set up systems and programing to educate students/ teachers / school counselors / parents
on the “wow” or “cool” factor of jobs in manufacturing. This is not the career of my
grandfather….. clean, bright, dynamic, high tech steeped in growth and opportunity.

•

Continued to work with “marketing” on how local manufacturing should be the choice of
70% of the Anoka-Hennepin district graduating population. Show the average wage of
regional manufacturing jobs as it relates to competing industry. Emphasis on how these
high paid jobs can be achieved with no school loan debt, allow for student to work in the
community they grew up, start a family, get a great truck! And open the candidate up to
an exciting growing career.

By 2016, the CoHort interacted with School District leadership by having a “seat at the table”.
Invited to participate in the evaluation and direction of curriculum writing. We were able to
remove 50-year outdated curriculum. For the beginning of the 2017 achedemic year, introduce
new curriculum called: Design and Fabrication. Huge win for education and preparation of
tomorrow’s workforce.
2017 was the first year that the CoHort worked with Anoka Technical College on the
“Manufacturing Career Intent Signing Day”. Think Annual NCAA college athlete letter of intent
signing tradition. We brought students together with local employers, educators and
community to create an environment of agreement that all members of the community will
support students toward meaningful careers in Manufacturing, if there would be willing to
ceremonially commit to a career path in manufacturing. Wildly well received activity of which
is replay each year now.
2018 expansion of the programing to support workforce, the CoHort looked to alternative
workforce sub-groups in the region. The Cohort hosted an event at Stepping Stone homeless
shelter in Anoka. Learning was conducted on how this population may be successful in the
trades, esp. Manufacturing. Also interacted with second chance community, adults with
disabilities, the senior community and vets. These sub-segments of the population are underrepresented in the manufacturing workforce, and ultimately relieve some of the workforce
demand.
2018/ 2019. Continue to support the introduction of curriculum that builds upon the Design
and Fabrication module. Additional efforts were to be included as a voice at the table with the
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evolution of the STEM programing model into the STEAM learning system. STEAM:
Science/Technology/Engineering/ARTS/ Math. Arts adds a visual element supporting hands on
learning that energizes innovation and creativity to complex engineering problems. This visual
element created a way to remove barriers in place as it related to application of math in the
process.
2020 again with collaboration with Anoka-Hennepin School District the CoHort addressed the
issue of Equity and Inclusion. Equity being defined as creating systems that allow for all
students to have equal access to resources and programing for learning. Inclusion addresses
the concept that everyone may not either learn in the same way or have the same systems to
have access to learning. What are the barriers to learning and how can we work to minimize or
remove those barriers? The Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce’s Director of Manufacturing,
John LeTourneau, was invited to a Washington DC House Caucus on Diversity and Inclusion
Career Technical Education (CTE) summit to present on the CoHort’s model supporting this
topic.
2020 the CoHort was directed by membership to address the topic of Automation. The next
wave of activity, addressing the complexities of the struggling workforce issues, is integration of
automation. Reality of workforce is the population numbers are dropping….. we are just not
making people like we once did! This will continue to place strain on manufacturing ability to
meet higher demands for products. Automation is part of the workforce solution. A secondary
discovery was that what looked like a loss in jobs due to automation turns out being a shift in
jobs. And the jobs that automation creates are of higher skill, greater satisfaction and higher
wage scales. Automation will continue to be an issue of discovery for this group.
Secondary benefits to the CoHort group:
• Connectivity to like-minded peers in the industry. Audience for the CoHort are “C and
D” suite members of the organizations represented.
• Open and collaborative format for idea and learning exchange.
• Network system to support CoHort members with specific needs that they may have.
EX: I have too many “packing peanuts” and now the network can connect you to the
CoHort member that is buying “packing peanuts” in Cincinnati.
• Realization, that what was once believed to be, that local manufacturers were isolated
with their problems or challenges. To what is now realized to be true, that we can share
solutions to many of these local challenges just by sharing and talking about it in the
CoHort forum.
• The CoHort has become a clearing house of information and a hub to gather information
that directly benefits the health of manufacturing in the region.
• The CoHort has relationships with private sector organization, non-governmental
agencies as well as government agencies. These relationships translated into “easy
access” for our membership to solve problems and have connections to resources or
programs that directly benefit manufacturing.
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2020/2021 Manufacture CoHort Workplan:
Industry Topic Automation:
Continue to build off of the interest and need to find scalable solutions to the increasing need
to integrate automation inside of manufacturing operations.

Industry Topic Workforce Readiness:
With the Pandemic moving into what would appear it final stages of influence ( let’s hope) it
would make sense to continue to explore our appetite and or the need for us to identify
opportunities for a regional training center to support our industry. (Modeled after the
National Training Center in Colorado; The MiLL) This training center would involve the
collaboration of multiple stakeholders. Like much of the work that is successful for our
community the commitment from many different players is key to success. We will be open to
where this may or may not take us.
Continuing to cultivate relationships and be a resource for local education K12 and postsecondary is still extremely important. We will conduct ourselves in a way that builds these
relationships and allows for Manufacturing to have access to a solid pipeline of future
workforce.

Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry
Continue to partner and represent the multitude of resource opportunities that are offered by
the MN Dpt of Labor.

Specific Areas of Focus:
•

Anticipate a return to “in person” Manufacturing CoHort events. With willingness to
deliver on virtual events if the environment is not ready to meet in person. Expectation
that we could host five CoHort events in 2021. Topics to be determined.

•

The annual “Career Signing Day” was canceled last year. Let’s consider late February or
early March as a date to host this event again. Huge success very well received by
students, and a great way to showcase careers in Manufacturing.

•

This year the Manufacture Director would expect to conduct “one on one” interviews
with each CoHort member or members inside CoHort companies. The area of discovery
for these meetings would be to better understand what is happening in the industry and
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to how the Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce Manufacturing CoHort can support the
membership. Additionally, I would be interesting to share with each member on what
resources or opportunities lie within the communities that our manufactures call home.
•

This year the Manufacture Director would expect to conduct a sequence of check in
“one on one” interview with each CoHort Trusted Partner. The focus to these
interactions would be to continue to assure that the efforts of the CoHort are meeting
the expectation of everyone. Additionally, these interviews will open up discussion on
how the Trusted Partner can better communicate with the CoHort membership. Make
sure we are all supporting each other……

•

COVID - The world has changed. Are we able to meet and support our membership in a
way that is meaningful them? I would like to propose that the CoHort experiment with
the concept of creating content that has benefit to the membership and sharing this
content in or on a platform that all can have access too. Let’s take a look at conducting
and producing a series of Podcasts that explore topics of interest to the members. In
2021, let’s see if we can publish maybe three to five of these podcasts. We can feature
guest spots from our members or feature local talent or resources to deliver meaningful
content.

•

The effort that is represented in the Manufacturing CoHort needs to be shared with a
greater regional audience. I would expect that during the 2021 season we will have a
minimum of five “touches” to share the message of the CoHort. This can be delivered
to City Halls in council meetings, or other city functions that fit, School Board meetings,
Broadcast on community tv, write ups in newsletters. This list of possibilities is beyond
these suggestions.

•

The Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce Manufacture CoHort is for manufacturing by
manufacturing. The focus is on what needs to be discovered or implemented in a
manner that supports your sustained success. Activities not outlined in this document
are open to consideration and inclusion in the workplan.
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2019/2020 Manufacture CoHort Recap:
Launched the 2019/2020 Manufacturing CoHort Season:
October, Manufacturing month, was supported with a major workforce rally and outreach to
the community.
• Anoka Area Chamber Manufacturing CoHort member, Safety Speed, in Ham Lake,
hosted a manufacturing rally.
• Featured keynote address from Governor Tim Walz.
• Department of Labor Commissioner Nancy Leppink, spoke on industry trends.
• Independent School District 11 Superintendent, David Law, informed the audience on
K12 readiness efforts.
• Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce Manufacturing Director, John LeTourneau,
presented on Local Manufacturing and its impact on the community.

Industry Topic Automation:
January CoHort – Automation, Hosted by Trusted Partner, Rapid Packaging.
• Acted upon the request of the Automation CoHort meeting to do an automation
assessment of CoHort members. The outcome of this assessment will inform future
CoHort activity on meeting the demand and challenges with automation integration.

Industry Topic Workforce Readiness:
Traveled to Colorado to tour the MiLL, Manufacturing Industry Learning Lab:
• The MiLL is a massive group effort between school districts, professionals, and industry
partners.
• This national training center is focused on empowering the next generation of leaders.
• Be trained in the industry’s most sophisticated machinery.
• Gain skills that will transfer to various manufacturing industries.
• Receive national certification and be ready to hire after completion.
• Use your training to build a solid career and future for yourself and loved ones.
Broadly looking to answer the question on our willingness or interest in scaling something like
this to serve manufacturing in our region.

Workforce CTE, Equity and Inclusion:
November 2019, Traveled to Washington DC, by invitation of Bi-partisan House Career and
Technical Education (CTE) caucus. Presented on the topic of Increasing Access and Equity in
Career & Technical Education.
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•
•
•
•

Created a picture of how the Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce Manufacture CoHort is
representing best practices in the community with collaboration and focused efforts in
support of workforce and the manufacturing industry.
Career and technical education (CTE) programs provide students with pathways to highskill, high-paying careers in in-demand industries.
Ensuring that all students have access to high-quality programs must be a priority for
policymakers.
Shared that, in Minnesota, Youth Skills Training is an effective way to support efforts in
career and technical education for students through providing them with meaningful
and safe paid work experiences paired with related education at their high school.

Continued to expand the outreach with local school districts and tech college.
• Continue the discussion on process to best utilize workforce capacity that resides in
different socioeconomic sub-groups.
• Specific address to these sub-groups in the K12 population. Focus on removing barriers
to success that show up as challenges to how students have access to opportunities and
how to best meet their learning needs from where they are at.
The outcomes brought insight into aligning local resources to accommodate the “nontraditional” learner. Peeling back barriers around technology, in person learning, nontraditional learning times and lifestyle challenges effecting success in coursework. These
techniques and practices are imbedded in the curriculum now, and an additional level of
awareness to solving new barriers is now also present in the learning culture.

COVID 19 – Pandemic
Mid-March until year end:
• Outreach to become available to everyone in the CoHort on any questions or resources
locally, state, federal level in support of the “shutdown” phase of this pandemic.
• The Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce and the Manufacture CoHort transformed into a
very reliable resource for PPP application challenges and questions.
• Supported many of the Manufacturing CoHort with direct connections to lending
institutions that would configure and navigate the PPP loan process.
• Assisted with PPE readiness and demand, worked with local health care providers and
government to “solve” COVID related planning.
• Opened multiple conversations with CoHort members on applications for CARES
monies.
• July Manufacturing CoHort: COVID and Manufacturing.
o Where we have been?
o How has the past few months affected us?
o What are some of the ways that we have adapted?
o What will be the next direction for our industry? Can we be a futurist?
o And, ultimately, how can we support each other moving forward?
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During unprecedented disruption, the Anoka Area Chamber of Commerce and the
Manufacturing CoHort effort supported local business by holding communication open,
advocating for business, acting as a reliable trusted local resource as well as a sounding board
for the frustration that continues inside of this difficult time.

Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry
Continue to partner and represent the multitude of resource opportunities that are offered by
the MN Dpt of Labor.
• Served a second term on the review board for the MN Pipeline Dual Training grants.
o The office of higher education had officially received and processed 64
applications totally more than $3.7M in grant requests.
• Shared, and attended with many of the CoHort members, several of the MN Dual
Training Pipeline Speaker Series.
o Topics on: Exploring the intersections between the work of equity and inclusion
.., Industry workforce trends, discussion on how Pipeline can enhance company
diversity, business mentoring and networking etc.

An Amazing Connection to Education and Workforce Need
Responded and interacted to a request from Manufacture CoHort Trusted Partner, The Village
Bank, to identify and meet the need of someone in the community with a monetary donation.
• Reached out to the Anoka Technical College to see if there were unmet needs in the
student population.
• Specifically found two PSEO students who were short on resources and were in need of
some gear that would support their education and industry training. If not but for this
donation, these students would have been challenged to perform at the appropriate
level of other students. They would have been hindered by using borrowed tools or
sharing of tools. Because of their age and the lack of access to personal resources, these
students would struggle in course work.
• Coordinated with the students/instructors/vendor and Village Bank to secure a list of
materials and tools that the students could own, and not only use in their course work,
but also use throughout their careers.
• Early in December a meeting was arranged to present the students with these materials
and tools. Everyone that was involved was able to see how the students would use
these tools and how much this donation meant to them and the development of the
skills that support good careers in manufacturing.
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COUNCIL WORKSESSION MEMO
Meeting Date:

March 22, 2021

Agenda Section:

Council Business and/or Discussion Items

Item Description:

Discussion; River Lane Access Agreement

Submitted By:

Doug Borglund, Community Development Director

3.2
Agenda Item # _______

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A resident had brought forward concerns regarding the ability to utilize an existing 30-foot walkway easement
that is located between existing single-family residential parcels known as 442 River Lane and 502 River Lane
at the end of 5th Avenue. The existing 30-foot walkway easement was put in place in 1979 at the time of platting
the subdivision known as Sandra Terrace. During the platting process, a portion of 5th Avenue had been vacated
and the City retained a 30-foot drainage and utility easement for storm sewer as part of the plat. Also during the
subdivision process, the Developer contributed cash in lieu of parkland dedication and was required to agree to
sign and record a separate 30-foot wide public walkway easement allowing public access to the Mississippi
River between 442 River Lane and 502 River Lane in favor of the City of Anoka.
•

The current property owner of 502 River Lane during the time-period of 2007-2008 (according to the
property owner) constructed a retaining wall and stairway with a majority of the private improvement
located in the existing drainage, utility, and walkway easement area.

•

The City Council discussed this item on November 27, 2017 at its regular work session meeting. The
item was continued to the January 22, 2018.

•

After the November meeting, the City received a petition to vacate the existing walkway easement from
the owners of property adjacent to the existing easement that are directly impacted.

•

The City Council discussed this item on January 22, 2018. The Council consensus was to review the
issue and bring it back for discussion in the future.

•

The City Council again discussed on August 27, 2018. The consensus was to investigate and move in a
direction that would grant access to only the neighborhood.

•

Since that time, a property owner affected by the current easement has worked with a private attorney to
create a new walkway easement exclusively for the purpose to provide access from River Lane to the
Mississippi River over the westerly 15 feet of Lot 10, Block 1 Sandra Terrace and 7 feet of easement for
walkway purposes over the existing staircase on Lot 10, Block 1 Sandra Terrace. Those parcels that are
named in the new easement shall also have exclusive permission to walk on the easement to access the
Mississippi River and use the Grantors dock when the dock is on the Mississippi River. The lots
affected by the newly recorded easement include: Lots 1, 2, 3, 3A, 4, and 4A, Block 1 and Lots 1 ,2, 3,
Block 2 of the Sandra Terrace subdivision.

•

The City Council on September 8, 2020 held a Public Hearing on the vacation of the existing public
access easement. The City Council voted to not vacate the existing access easement.
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The property owner who is impacted by the existing public easement and new walkway easement that was
exclusively granted to all non-riparian lots within the Sandra Terrace plat would like to discuss with the City
Council this situation.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
NA
COUNCIL DIRECTION REQUESTED
City Council provide direction on this issue.
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September 8, 2020 (Regular)
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REGULAR MEETING OF THE ANOKA CITY COUNCIL
ANOKA CITY HALL
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
SEPTEMBER 8, 2020
1.

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Rice called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m., followed by the Pledge of
Allegiance.

2.

ROLL CALL
Present at roll call: Mayor Rice, Councilmembers Barnett, Freeburg, Skogquist and
Wesp.
Staff present: City Manager Greg Lee; City Planner Clark Palmer; Community
Development Director Doug Borglund, Police Chief Eric Peterson; Public Services
Director Mark Anderson; Engineering Technician Ben Nelson; Housing and
Redevelopment Manager Darin Berger; Finance Director Brenda Springer; City Attorney
Scott Baumgartner.
Absent at roll call: None.

3.

COUNCIL MINUTES
3.1

Minutes of the August 17, 2020, Regular Meeting.
Minutes of the August 24, 2020, Worksession.
Councilmember Skogquist noted corrections were needed on the August 17, 2020,
Regular meeting minutes on Page 4, Paragraph 2, correcting references to the
Human Rights Commission and the name Gene Wagner.
Motion by Councilmember Skogquist, seconded by Councilmember Barnett, to
waive the reading and approve the August 17, 2020, Regular Meeting and August
24, 2020, Worksession as corrected.
Upon a roll call vote: Mayor Rice, Councilmembers Barnett, Freeburg, Skogquist
and Wesp voted in favor. Motion carried.

4.

OPEN FORUM
4.1

Anoka Halloween; 2020 Festivities Update.
Liz McFarland of Anoka Halloween provided an update on the 2020 Anoka
Halloween festivities and outlined the planned events in light of COVID-19. She
shared a 100-year Anoka Halloween history book was being offered for sale and
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encouraged the public to visit their website for more information as events may
change then thanked the City, police, and community partners for their support.
Councilmember Barnett thanked Anoka Halloween for their work to ensure this
event occurs then asked for more information on the Grande Day Parade and
ACBC Food Shelf collection. Ms. McFarland shared they had a good result with
the food shelf collection then explained how the Grande Day Parade will be a
drive-by experience. She shared how tent events will be different and how they
were working to incorporate platforms to continue events as much as possible as
they help fundraise for scholarships.
Councilmember Skogquist thanked everyone for their work to not hold only
virtual events but incorporating new events as well such as the bell ringing.
4.2

Proclamation; Constitution Week, September 17-23, 2020.
Barb Thurston, Daughters of the American Revolution, stated annually the City
proclaims the week of September 17-23 as Constitution Week in the City of
Anoka. She shared information about the Chapter, administered a quiz based on
the Constitution, and thanked the Council for the Proclamation.
Mayor Rice read the proclamation in full for the record.

4.3

Police Activity Update.
Police Chief Eric Peterson shared information on upcoming events including a
Back to School Drive and Ruby’s Pantry ice cream event. He shared that
businesses could schedule a site visit to help address security concerns then spoke
how the City was prepared to respond to any civil unrest that could occur. Chief
Peterson shared an update on COVID-19 statistics within the City including
testing and deaths.
Councilmember Barnett asked for an update on undesired activity in the
entertainment district. Chief Peterson responded that type of activity has
decreased in the district as a result of additional police staffing.
OTHER INFORMATION UNDER OPEN FORUM
Councilmember Skogquist inquired about the status of a petition submitted on
August 20, 2020, by residents on the 400 block of Van Buren Street for a
greenway proposal. Community Development Director Doug Borglund explained
the petition needed to contain signatures from 100% of property owners before it
was considered complete and would be brought forward to the Council for
consideration and that one property owner had not signed.
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City Manager Greg Lee explained the petitioner had not contacted one property
owner and that staff directed them to speak to the owner before bringing the
petition forward. He shared more about the process and property owners’ rights
and how the procedure required signatures from all property owners in the area.
Councilmember Skogquist expressed his frustration with the process and how the
full property owner requirement was implemented and requested the petition be
included on the next Council agenda.
Councilmember Freeburg asked if there would be additional expense for this
greenway if it was brought forward and approved. Mr. Borglund said the project
had not been discussed to date.
Mr. Lee explained staff wanted to bring a complete picture forward to Council
and that the petitioner agreed to speak with the property owner but will contact
the petitioner and get the item scheduled for a Council agenda.
Mayor Rice clarified the City had not ignored the petition but agreed Council
should have a voice in a petition that holds such a high percentage of property
owner participation and asked for history of the ordinance or procedure that
required 100% of property owner participation and questioned whether that
process should be continued.
5.

PUBLIC HEARING(S)
5.1

Vacating of a Public Access Easement for Lots 9 and 10, Block 1, Sandra
Terrace, 442 River Lane and 502 River Lane.
RES/ Vacating of a Public Access Easement for Lots 9 and 10, Block 1, Sandra
Terrace, 442 River Lane and 502 River Lane.
RESOLUTION
Mr. Borglund shared a background report stating a resident has brought forward
concerns regarding the ability to utilize an existing 30-foot walkway easement
located between existing single-family residential parcels known as 442 River
Lane and 502 River Lane at the end of 5th Avenue. The existing 30-foot walkway
easement was put in place in 1979 at the time of platting the subdivision known as
Sandra Terrace. During the platting process, a portion of 5th Avenue had been
vacated and the City retained a 30-foot drainage and utility easement for storm
sewer as part of the plat. During the subdivision process, the developer
contributed cash in lieu of parkland dedication and was required to agree to sign
and record a separate 30-foot wide public walkway easement allowing public
access to the Mississippi River between 442 River Lane and 502 River Lane in
favor of the City of Anoka. He shared further information on the request and said
that since that time, a property owner affected by the current easement has worked
with a private attorney to create a new walkway easement exclusively for the
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purpose to provide access from River Lane to the Mississippi River over the
westerly 15 feet of Lot 10, Block 1 Sandra Terrace and 7 feet of easement for
walkway purposes over the existing staircase on Lot 10, Block 1 Sandra Terrace.
Those parcels that are named in the new easement shall also have exclusive
permission to walk on the easement to access the Mississippi River and use the
grantors dock when the dock is on the Mississippi River. The lots affected by the
newly recorded easement include: Lots 1, 2, 3, 3A, 4, and 4A, Block 1 and
Lots 1 ,2, 3, Block 2 of the Sandra Terrace subdivision. The proposed action now
that the new easement has been established as mentioned above is to consider
vacating the existing public walkway/access easement.
Mr. Borglund shared comments received prior to the public hearing from
neighboring property owners and noted the item was at the Park Board in the past
and that several locations for park and water access along the Mississippi River
have been added over time then read into the record an email from property owner
Kathy Jacobson.
Mayor Rice opened the public hearing at 8:00 p.m.
Al Jackson, resident of Sandra Terrace, shared concerns about limiting access to
the river by vacating the easement.
Colleen Engels, resident of Sandra Terrace, said she had not been notified of this
public hearing and said how important the easement was to access the river in
their neighborhood and presented a petition to retain the easement.
Jamie Gaboury, 442 River Lane, expressed concerns about people getting injured
accessing the easement
Tom Way, 1221 5th Avenue, shared how he has used the access in the past and
hoped this would continue.
Dan Bodelson, 1120 5th Avenue, asked that the easement remain in place.
Mr. Jackson said the proposed new easement restrictions should not be restricted
to just a few residents. Mr. Borglund explained as proposed six non-riparian
property owners would be able to access the easement.
Kelly Felice, Sandra Terrace resident, requested the easement remain and would
like to utilize the easement to access the river.
Ben Kuehn, 1130 5th Avenue, shared his disappointment if the easement was
removed.
Ms. Engels said more signatures could be obtained if needed as she did not
receive sufficient notice of this meeting.
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Being no more comments Mayor Rice closed the public hearing at 8:15 p.m.
NOTE: By motion from Councilmember Skogquist, which was seconded by
Councilmember Wesp, and by a unanimous vote of the Council, agenda item 9.1 was
moved up on the agenda and acted upon at this point.
Councilmember Freeburg noted improvements had occurred within the easement
area and asked if those improvements could remain as well as the right of the
public to access the river.
Councilmember Wesp asked for more information on the two easements. City
Attorney Scott Baumgartner stated the utility easement would remain but the
walkway easement would be vacated which was a 30-foot walkway divided
between two properties and has to remain while not impeding the City’s or
public’s use of the easement. He said this action was initiated by the property
owner of 502 River Lane and by City Charter the property owner has a right to
request an easement be vacated then commented on obligations of the City if kept
in place. He said the retaining wall and steps constructed by the property owner
of 502 River Lane were outside the easement area and a new survey had to be
completed along with other work in order to bring the vacation request forward to
the Council.
Councilmember Wesp commented on the quit claim deed process and how the
City has not taken away the easement already in place and noted the other
neighbor was in favor of retaining the easement. He asked about the
improvements in place and whose responsibility it would be to remove as they
were an encroachment. Mr. Jackson said he would like the easement to be
returned and the retaining wall removed.
Mr. Baumgartner said it would be the responsibility of the property owners of
both 502 and 442 River Lane to remove the improvements as they both encroach
into the easement.
Councilmember Wesp confirmed the public hearing was published in the City’s
official newspaper and that mailed notice occurred to property owners within 350
feet as required by Statute.
Councilmember Barnett asked if liability was any different than anywhere else in
the City and if we can keep it clear to allow use by residents what would be the
maintenance impacts. Mr. Lee noted liability would be different because the area
is owned by a private property owner and that the City would have less control.
Public Services Director Mark Anderson said staff had not maintained this area to
date but if it became a public easement it would have to be included on a
maintenance schedule. Councilmember Barnett expressed need to delineate the
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space to define the public easement and the private property area for liability
reasons.
Councilmember Freeburg noted the end of 3rd Avenue was not a public easement
but was only to River Lane, similar to Kings Lane.
Councilmember Barnett said both property owners should have been clear that
this was an easement upon purchase and based on the size of the petition
presented in the short turnaround time it is in the best interest of the neighborhood
that the easement remain.
Councilmember Freeburg said he was in favor of leaving the easement in place
but not the retaining wall.
Motion by Councilmember Freeburg, seconded by Councilmember Skogquist, to
leave the public access easement in place for Lots 9 and 10, Block 1, Sandra
Terrace, 442 and 502 River Lane, as originally designed.
Upon a roll call vote: Mayor Rice, Councilmembers Barnett, Freeburg, Skogquist
and Wesp voted in favor. Motion carried.
5.2

Highway 10 Rum River Bridge and Corridor Project; Authorize Municipal
Consent Approving Layout of Highway 10 to the Minnesota Department of
Transportation.
RES/ Highway 10 Rum River Bridge and Corridor Project; Authorize Municipal
Consent Approving Layout of Highway 10 to the Minnesota Department of
Transportation.
RESOLUTION
Engineering Technician Ben Nelson shared a background report stating
Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) is undertaking improvements
to Highway 10 in the City of Anoka. He outlined the project in detail and said
pursuant to Minnesota Statute the public hearing is a required step in the
Municipal Consent process such that MnDOT is able to obtain the City’s consent
to the permanent right of way impacts and alteration of accesses. He said on
August 5, 2020, MnDOT submitted to the City the final layout with a letter
requesting approval and that per Statute, the City was holding the required public
hearing which was published August 7, 2020. He shared financial impacts and
budget that totaled a City contribution in 2022 of $453,000 and said the
cooperative construction agreement with MnDOT would be brought forward to
Council for consideration in 2021 with substantial construction completion in
2023. Mr. Nelson noted the report had changed since the packet was posted and
that staff was recommending holding the public hearing but postponing the
municipal agreement portion of the resolution until a future meeting when full
funding could be identified.
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WORKSESSION OF THE ANOKA CITY COUNCIL
ANOKA CITY HALL
CITY COUNCIL WORKSESSION ROOM
AUGUST 27, 2018
1.

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Rice called the worksession meeting to order at 5:00 p.m.

2.

ROLL CALL
Present at roll call: Mayor Rice, Councilmembers Barnett, Freeburg, Weaver, and Wesp.
Absent: None.
Staff present: City Manager Greg Lee; Finance Director Brenda Smith; Community
Development Director Doug Borglund; Engineering Technician Ben Nelson; Housing
Manager Darin Berger; Liquor Operations Manager Dave Duwenhoegger; City Attorney
Scott Baumgartner; Electric Utility Director Greg Geiger; and Public Services Director
Mark Anderson.

3.

COUNCIL BUSINESS and/or DISCUSSION ITEMS
3.1

Discussion; Walkway and Drainage Easement on 5th Avenue/River Lane (Public
Access Site).
Community Development Director Doug Borglund shared a staff report with
background information stating City Council discussed this item at the November
27, 2017 and January 22, 2018 regular work session meetings. Since the January
meeting, the City has received a request from a property owner in the
neighborhood who is concerned with the existing retaining wall and stairway in
place and would like the City to come to a conclusion on this issue. He reviewed
options for the Council to consider that included retaining both easements or just
the drainage and utility easement and vacating the public walkway easement and
outlined the public process required should Council wish to vacant any easements.
City Attorney Scott Baumgartner summarized the public process needed once a
decision was made.
Jim Neilson, attorney, said the petition was not requesting vacating the drainage
easement but to vacate the walkway easement for public access only. Mr.
Baumgartner said there was never a recommendation to vacate the drainage
easement.
Councilmember Freeburg commented on the improvements on public and private
property and noted the property owners knew when they purchased that there was
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an easement but to access the easement requires accessing private property which
is awkward. He said he would like to see one or two steps straight to the river and
not have to access through any private property. Councilmember Freeburg said
there will be a lot of work to remove the retaining wall and noted the property
owner was just trying to improve the aesthetics of the property, adding the
easement has been there since 1979 and should be in place for the people who live
there to have access to the river.
Mayor Rice agreed, stating the most practical solution is to vacate the easement
but said the City can only do so if in the public’s best interest but it is not in the
public’s best interest to have less access.
Councilmember Barnett clarified that anyone can use the access but that currently
it is used only by immediate neighbors.
Councilmember Weaver said he thought that in January the decision was made to
leave the easement in place and limit access to the neighborhood.
Mayor Rice said for us to limit the easement to local access only is a loss to the
community even though the community is unaware of the access point. He said
the simplest solution was to create a stairway and let the few people aware of the
access use it.
Frank Mannella, 502 River Lane, agreed but said he does not want the public to
walk on his property to the access. He referred to a letter of perceived value and
how all members of the public can use this access and what would give a home
more value if limited to this neighborhood only. He said he would not sign an
indemnification or hold harmless agreement regarding encroachment contingency
and if left alone the area would grow and become impassable again.
Colleen Wilson, River Lane, said the bank is very steep and that they rely on this
public access but with the debris in place now it is difficult to access and a
problem.
Mr. Mannella noted that he has no obligation to make access easy for the public.
Mayor Rice said because the easement is owned by the City it is legal to define
who uses the access, which currently is limited to residents of Anoka. Mr.
Baumgartner said if we do that then we are removing members of the general
public and it is in the best interest of the public, which is in reality only residents
of the City and not the greater United States.
Mr. Neilson shared a drafted quit claim deed for this easement that would be in
favor of all the owners of Sandburg Terrace and stated the public easement of
record only refers to the public and cannot be limited to Anoka residents only.
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Councilmember Weaver asked if that means the definition of easement does not
work and is open to the public.
Mr. Neilson clarified the term public covers everyone but the deed to property
owners of Sandburg Terrace is conditioned upon vacating the public easement
contained in the deed certificate of title. He said the two property owners will not
deed the property to all unless the easement on the deed is vacated.
Mr. Mannella noted this would be the benefit to have it directly deeded to
neighborhood and then the public expands beyond Anoka.
Mr. Baumgartner said having something and not using it is still more valuable
than taking it away and asked how we show this is in the best interest of the
public when it is no longer an option, adding he has been having difficulty
coming up with any findings.
Mr. Mannella said the interest lies in the liability factor when there is an access a
half-mile away that is maintained and lit. He said here the property owners would
gain. Mr. Baumgartner agreed but said we have not an issue for the past 20 years
and is more of a hypothetical finding.
Mayor Rice said there are other access points to the river that are overgrown as
well and we would have to come to a solution with all of them, including this one,
as the City would not want to abandon all access points to the river.
Councilmember Weaver said some accesses are for fire, sewer, etc. and was
curious how many have walkways we have in the City.
Councilmember Freeburg said it would not be worth investigating, adding there
are likely items in many easements and should be removed. He suggested leaving
the easement in place, removing the retaining wall and let nature take over the
area. Mayor Rice agreed, especially with the limited use this access gets.
City Manager Greg Lee concurred, stating there is a storm sewer pipe in the
easement area which will require removing anything in the easement when repairs
are needed and nothing will be put back.
Mr. Neilson commented on including the benefit of the public in any easement
and who owns the title subject to easement. He said similar to roads needed and
paid for this would be a public interest as with all other vacations.
Mayor Rice said the access holds value for the neighborhood but no one else uses
it, stating both are workable solutions and that a decision is needed, adding it is
logical to be able to limit access to members of the neighborhood only.
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Councilmember Freeburg said while he would not want the general public to use
the access it is nice for the neighborhood.
Mr. Mannella said he would like to give the access to all parties in the room and
not limit their access, stating this action would increase their property values and
then the area could be improved with stairs.
Council consensus was to leave the walkway in place if allowed by law and if not
then leave the access as is, adding the property owner can do as he wishes with
the landscape.
Mr. Mannella noted the area is still on his property and clarified that he has no
obligation to maintain access to the river.
Dan Wilson, 1120 5th Avenue, said if the stairs are removed Mr. Mannella has to
regrade the wall area.
Mayor Rice clarified that Mr. Mannella cannot purposely block the access but if a
storm blew branches down for example he does not have to remove them.
Mr. Lee said staff will seek Option 1 to see if the deed can be transferred to the
residents of Sandburg Terrace and if not, then the retaining wall will be removed
and the access left as is.
Mr. Neilson commented on riparian rights to the water and said a dock cannot be
placed in the water without permission from the fee title owner.
Mayor Rice said final determination should be defined by fall in order to be in
place by spring.
3.2

Discussion; Properties at Pleasant and Ferry Street.
Housing Manager Darin Berger shared a staff report with background information
to Council stating staff was approached by a property owner interested in selling
parcels of land he owns at/near the corner of Pleasant and Ferry Streets. The City
of Anoka currently owns five (5) of the nineteen (19) parcels in this area. This
includes the small parcels on the Rum River. Trilogy Custom Homes, LLC,
currently owns eight (8) of nineteen (19) parcels. He provided background
information on all properties and asked for direction to proceed with pursuing
these properties. He stated staff would engage the services of an appraiser to get a
more accurate value before making any offers to purchase.
Council discussed the specific properties and ownership.
Councilmember Weaver shared comments regarding property purchased by Don
Larson with another owned by one of his children for an apartment project with a
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COUNCIL WORKSESSION MEMO

Agenda Items # 3.3

Meeting Date:

March 22, 2021

Agenda Section:

Council Business and/or Discussion Items

Item Description:

Discussion; U.S. Highway 10/169 Improvement Project; Construction Administration &
Project Updates

Submitted By:

Ben Nelson, Engineering Technician

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
On August 5, 2019 council adopted a resolution demonstrating the U.S. Highway 10/169 Improvement Project
was fully funded since that time (see attached Project Layout).
The City has been working with the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) State Aid on the
project finance administration and cash flow for the City’s U.S. Highway 10/169 Improvement Project that is
scheduled to begin this fall, with the major work occurring in 2022-2023. The City cannot finically cash flow
the project without assistance from MnDOT. The plan to pro-actively manage the cash flow is outlined below:


Project Costs Programmed to Fund the Job as Estimated/Current funding plan shortage vs.
estimated costs: MnDOT has committed to the requested need of $1,000,000, advanced funding post
contract award.



Agreement Terms Critical to Address Post Bid Risk and Award: MnDOT will accommodate
funding adjustments for a high bid for trunk highway eligible expenses including eligible Supplementary
Agreement costs, Change Orders, and quantity overruns beyond the programmed funding for the project.
Local elements will be the responsibility of the City.



MnDOT support for the City to Cash Flow the Project: MnDOT confirmed the following funding
and reimbursement process for the City:
1. Submit a payment request for payment to City Council and concurrently submit the payment
request to Federal Aid for reimbursement
2. Council authorizes payment to the contract
3. Federal Aid transfers funds to the City for the authorized payment request
4. City pays from the wired funds the payment application

In addition to the project finance administration, this year the city will be working with MnDOT on the
Cooperative Agreement that outlines the State and City obligations. Common with all State projects, MnDOT
requires a Cooperative Agreement with the local agencies for these roadway improvements where MnDOT
funds are utilized for part of the project to the mutual benefit of all partners. The execution of the agreement is
required prior to awarding a construction contract. The template of the agreement is attached. The agreement
will be reviewed by the City’s attorney prior to council consideration.
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DISCUSSION
Project Updates:
 Communications contract for the project will be administered by MnDOT. There is zero cost share
required by the City. The State’s goal is to have a consultant under contract by July 2021. The scope of
work includes keeping the community and the regional travelers informed about the progress of the
project, access & circulation, ongoing engagement & outreach, advertising & marketing, maintain a
project website, provide local communication and more. This will include a one stop place for any
concerned person to seek more information. This contract provides communication services for both the
City’s U.S. Highway 10/169 Improvement Project as well as MnDOT’s Rum River Bridge Replacement
and Corridor Improvements Project. To the public this will look like one organized effort.
 Project Schedule
o Design Plans Completed – March 2021
o Right-of-Way Acquired & Secured – April 2021
o Design Plans Authorized – June 2021
o Project Letting – August 2021
o Green Haven Parkway Phase II Construction – Summer 2021
o Highway 10/169 Construction – 2022/2023
Dan Erickson, MnDOT Metro District State Aid Engineer, will provide an outline of MnDOT’s commitments,
and will address council questions.
Dan Lonnes, a Principal Engineer with Bolton Menk, will present a PowerPoint on the project finances, typical
payment request, provide an overview on the cooperative agreement, and will address council questions.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
N/A
REQUESTED COUNCIL ACTION
No action is required by City Council at this time. Staff is seeking input and will answer questions on any
aspects associated with MnDOT’s project commitments, cooperative agreement, and the project financial
administration process for the U.S. Highway 10/169 Improvement project.
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MnDOT Contract No.:

STATE OF MINNESOTA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
AND
[CITY OF
/
COUNTY]
TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL
AGREEMENT
State Project Number (S.P.):
Trunk Highway Number (T.H.):
State Project Number (S.P.):
State Aid Project Number (S.A.P.):
City/County Project Number:
Federal Project Number:
Lighting System Feed Point No.:
Signal System " " ID No.:

Total City/County Obligation
$0.00

This Agreement is between the State of Minnesota, acting through its Commissioner of Transportation ("State") and
[the City of
/
County] acting through its City Council/Board of Commissioners ("City"/"County").
Recitals
1. The City/County will remove the existing traffic control signal(s) and install new traffic control signal(s) with
signal pole mounted luminaires[, Battery Backup] [, Advanced Warning Flashers], and signing
("Signal System(s)"), on Trunk Highway No.
at
, and on Trunk Highway No.
at ; and
install Interconnect on Trunk Highway No.
from
to
in the City/County of
,
County,
Minnesota, according to City/County-prepared plans, specifications, and special provisions designated by
the City/County as [Enter local project number] and by the State as State Project No. (T.H.
)
("Project"); and
2. The City/County will install [Emergency Vehicle Pre-emption System(s) ("EVP System(s)") and] Accessible
Pedestrian Signals ("APS") as part of the new Signal System(s); and
3. The State will furnish a [Enter materials, e.g., cabinet and controller, master controller, service cabinet,
battery backup] ("State Furnished Materials"), according to the Project Plans, to operate the Signal
System(s) covered under this Agreement; and
4. The State wishes to participate in the costs of the Signal System(s), APS, EVP System(s), and Interconnect
construction and associated construction engineering; and
5. The City/County and the State will participate in the operation and maintenance of the new Signal
System(s), APS, EVP System(s), and Interconnect; and
6. A separate agreement between the State and [City/County or the City of /
County] will address [If
applicable, use this Recital to identify other agreements that are associated with this Project and cover such
things as detours, design, const. eng., signal, and lighting maintenance, etc.]; and
7. Minnesota Statutes § 161.20, subdivision 2 authorizes the Commissioner of Transportation to make
arrangements with and cooperate with any governmental authority for the purposes of constructing,
maintaining, and improving the trunk highway system.
Agreement
-1Payable 2 Party Signal LSB (Cooperative Agreements)
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MnDOT Contract No.:
1. Term of Agreement; Survival of Terms; Plans; Incorporation of Exhibits
1.1. Effective Date. This Agreement will be effective on the date the State obtains all signatures required by
Minnesota Statutes § 16C.05, subdivision 2.
1.2. Expiration Date. This Agreement will expire when all obligations have been satisfactorily fulfilled.
1.3. Survival of Terms. [Don't forget to edit the article numbers in this paragraph if you delete an article in
the Agreement] All clauses which impose obligations continuing in their nature and which must survive in order to
give effect to their meaning will survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement, including, without
limitation, the following clauses: 2.4. State Ownership of Improvements; 10. Liability; Worker Compensation Claims;
Insurance; 13. State Audits; 14. Government Data Practices; 16. Governing Law; Jurisdiction; Venue; and 18. Force
Majeure. The terms and conditions set forth in Article 5. Signal System(s) and EVP System(s) Operation and
Maintenance will survive the expiration of this Agreement, but may be terminated by another Agreement between
the parties.
1.4. Plans, Specifications, and Special Provisions. State-approved City/County plans, specifications, and special
provisions designated by the City/County as [Enter local project number] and by the State as State Project No. (T.H. ) are on file in the office of the City/County's Engineer and incorporated into this Agreement by
reference ("Project Plans").
1.5. Exhibits. Preliminary Schedule "I" is attached and incorporated into this Agreement. Exhibits
through
are attached and incorporated into this Agreement. [Fill in exhibit letter(s) or number(s) or delete this
clause if not using exhibits. If not using "1.5 Exhibits", also delete "Incorporation of Exhibits" from the article title.]
2. Right-of-Way Use
2.1. Limited Right to Occupy. The State grants to the City/County (and its contractors and consultants) the
right to occupy Trunk Highway Right-of-Way as necessary to perform the work described in the Project Plans. This
right is limited to the purpose of constructing the project, and administering such construction, and may be revoked
by the State at any time, with or without cause. Cause for revoking this right of occupancy includes, but is not
limited to, breaching the terms of this or any other agreement (relevant to this project) with the State, failing to
provide adequate traffic control or other safety measures, failing to perform the construction properly and in a
timely manner, and failing to observe applicable environmental laws or terms of applicable permits. The State will
have no liability to the City/County (or its contractors or consultants) for revoking this right of occupancy.
2.2. State Access; Suspension of Work; Remedial Measures. The State's District Engineer or assigned
representative retains the right to enter and inspect the Trunk Highway Right-of-Way (including the construction
being performed on such right-of-way) at any time and without notice to the City/County or its contractor. If the
State determines (in its sole discretion) that the construction is not being performed in a proper or timely manner,
or that environmental laws (or the terms of permits) are not being complied with, or that traffic control or other
necessary safety measures are not being properly implemented, then the State may direct the City/County (and its
contractor) to take such remedial measures as the State deems necessary. The State may require the City/County
(and its contractors and consultants) to suspend their operations until suitable remedial action plans are approved
and implemented. The State will have no liability to the City/County (or its contractors or consultants) for exercising
its rights under this provision.
2.3. Traffic Control; Worker Safety. While the City/County (and its contractors and consultants) are occupying
the State's Right-of-Way, they must comply with the approved traffic control plan, and with applicable provisions of
the Work Zone Field Handbook (http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/workzone/index.html). All City/County,
contractor, and consultant personnel occupying the State's Right-of-Way must be provided with required reflective
clothing and hats.
-2Payable 2 Party Signal LSB (Cooperative Agreements)
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2.4. State Ownership of Improvements. The State will retain ownership of its Trunk Highway Right-of-Way,
including any improvements made to such right-of-way under this Agreement, unless otherwise noted. The
warranties and guarantees made by the City/County's contractor with respect to such improvements (if any) will
flow to the State. The City/County will assist the State, as necessary, to enforce such warranties and guarantees, and
to obtain recovery from the City/County's consultants, and contractor (including its sureties) for non-performance of
contract work, for design errors and omissions, and for defects in materials and workmanship. Upon request of the
State, the City/County will undertake such actions as are reasonably necessary to transfer or assign contract rights to
the State and to permit subrogation by the State with respect to claims against the City/County's consultants and
contractors.
3. Contract Award and Construction
3.1. Bids and Award. The City/County will receive bids and award a construction contract to the lowest
responsible bidder (or best value proposer), subject to concurrence by the State in that award, according to the
Project Plans. The contract construction will be performed according to the Project Plans.
3.2. Bid Documents Furnished by the City/County. The City/County will, within 7 days of opening bids for the
construction contract, submit to the State's [District/State Aid Agreements (Metro only)] Engineer a copy of the low
bid and an abstract of all bids together with the City/County's request for concurrence by the State in the award of
the construction contract. The City/County will not award the construction contract until the State advises the
City/County in writing of its concurrence.
3.3. Rejection of Bids. The City/County may reject and the State may require the City/County to reject any or
all bids for the construction contract. The party rejecting or requiring the rejection of bids must provide the other
party written notice of that rejection or requirement for rejection no later than 30 days after opening bids. Upon the
rejection of all bids, a party may request, in writing, that the bidding process be repeated. Upon the other party's
written approval of such request, the City/County will repeat the bidding process in a reasonable period of time,
without cost or expense to the State.
3.4. Contract Terms. [Use when the project involves a Level 1 or Level 2 geometric layout; check proposal for
Spec. 1714, 1716, 1718] The City/County's contract with its construction contractor(s) must include the following
terms:
A. A clause making the State of Minnesota, acting through its Commissioner of Transportation, an
intended third-party beneficiary of the contract with respect to the portion of work performed on the
State's Right-of-Way; and
B. A clause requiring the State to be named as an additional insured on any insurance coverage which the
contractor is required to provide; and
C. A clause stating that any warranties provided by the contractor, for the work performed on the trunk
highway, will flow to, and be enforceable by, the State as the owner of such improvements.
3.5. Direction, Supervision, and Inspection of Construction.
A. The contract construction will be under the direction of the City/County and under the supervision of a
registered professional engineer; however, the State participation construction covered under this
Agreement will be open to inspection by the State District Engineer's authorized representatives. The
City/County will give the [District/State Aid Agreements (Metro only)] Engineer at [Enter District office
location] five days' notice of its intention to start the contract construction.

-3Payable 2 Party Signal LSB (Cooperative Agreements)
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B. Responsibility for the control of materials for the contract construction will be on the City/County and
its contractor and will be carried out according to Specifications No. 1601 through and including
No. 1609 in the State's current "Standard Specifications for Construction".
3.6. Completion of Construction. The City/County will cause the contract construction to be started and
completed according to the time schedule in the construction contract special provisions. The completion date for
the contract construction may be extended, by an exchange of letters between the appropriate City/County official
and the State District Engineer's authorized representative, for unavoidable delays encountered in the performance
of the contract construction.
3.7. Plan Changes. All changes in the Project Plans and all addenda and change orders entered into by the
City/County and its contractor for contract construction must be approved in writing by the State District Engineer's
authorized representative.
3.8. Compliance with Laws, Ordinances, and Regulations. The City/County will comply and cause its contractor
to comply with all Federal, State, and Local laws, and all applicable ordinances and regulations. With respect only to
that portion of work performed on the State's Trunk Highway Right-of-Way, the City/County will not require the
contractor to follow local ordinances or to obtain local permits.
3.9. Construction Documents Furnished by the City/County. The City/County will keep records and accounts
that enable it to provide the State, when requested, with the following:
A. Copies of the City/County contractor's invoice(s) covering all contract construction.
B. Copies of the endorsed and canceled City/County warrant(s) or check(s) paying for final contract
construction, or computer documentation of the warrant(s) issued, certified by an appropriate
City/County official that final construction contract payment has been made.
C. Copies of all construction contract change orders.
D. A certification form, provided by the State, signed by the City/County's Engineer in charge of the
contract construction attesting to the following:
i.

Satisfactory performance and completion of all contract construction according to the Project
Plans.

ii. Acceptance and approval of all materials furnished for the contract construction relative to
compliance of those materials to the State's current "Standard Specifications for Construction".
iii. Full payment by the City/County to its contractor for all contract construction.
E. Copies, certified by the City/County's Engineer, of material sampling reports and of material testing
results for the materials furnished for the contract construction.
F. A copy of the "as built" plan sent to the [District/ State Aid Agreements (Metro only)] Engineer.
4. Right-of-Way; Easements; Permits
4.1. The City/County will obtain all rights-of-way, easements, construction permits, and any other permits and
sanctions that may be required in connection with the local and trunk highway portions of the contract
construction. Before payment by the State, the City/County will furnish the State with certified copies of
the documents for rights-of-way and easements, construction permits, and other permits and sanctions
required for State participation construction covered under this Agreement.
4.2. The City/County will comply with Minnesota Statutes § 216D.04, subdivision 1(a), for identification,
notification, design meetings, and depiction of utilities affected by the contract construction.
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4.3. [The City will submit/The County will require the City to submit] to the State's Utility Engineer an original
permit application for all utilities owned by the City of
to be constructed upon and within the Trunk
Highway Right-of-Way. Applications for permits will be made on State form "Application for Utility Permit
on Trunk Highway Right-of-Way" (Form 2525).
5. Signal System(s) and EVP System(s) Operation and Maintenance [Delete and edit sections as necessary]
[Edit and use the following if the current signal agreement is to remain in effect] All operation and
maintenance terms, including timing and power provisions, in Traffic Control Signal Agreement No.
dated
[Enter agreement execution date], for the existing traffic control signals on T.H.
at
will remain in full
force and effect.
OR
Operation and maintenance responsibilities will be as follows for the Signal System(s) and EVP System(s) on T.H.
at
(Signal System "A"), and on T.H.
at
(Signal System "B") , and for the Interconnect on
T.H.
from to
.
5.1. City/County Responsibilities.
A. Power. The City/County will be responsible for the hook-up cost and application to secure an adequate
power supply to the service pad(s) or pole(s) and will pay all monthly electrical service expenses necessary to
operate the Signal System(s), EVP System(s), Enforcement Lights, and Interconnect.
State.

B. Minor Signal System Maintenance. The City/County will provide for the following, without cost to the
i.

Maintain the signal pole mounted Light Emitting Diode ("LED") luminaires, including replacing the
luminaires when necessary. The LED luminaire must be replaced when it fails or when light levels
drop below recommended American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
("AASHTO") levels for the installation.

ii. Replace the Signal System(s) LED indications [and the advanced LED warning flashers]. Replacing
LED indications consists of replacing each LED indication when it reaches end of life per the MnDOT
Traffic Engineering Manual or fails or no longer meets Institute of Traffic Engineers ("ITE")
standards for light output.
iii. [Keep and edit if signal has enforcement lights, ELSE DELETE] Replace the LED lamps in
enforcement lights.
iv. Clean the Signal System(s) controller cabinet and service cabinet exteriors.
v. Clean [and paint] the Signal System(s)[, advanced warning flashers], and luminaire mast arm
extensions. [Painting will be in accordance with MnDOT Standard Specification 2565.3X, unless
approved by the State's District Traffic Engineer.]
vi. Paint and maintain the [cross street] pedestrian crosswalk markings at the T.H.

intersection.

vii. [Keep and edit if signal has a battery backup, ELSE DELETE] Reimburse the State for the costs
associated with battery replacement for the battery back-up system which includes battery
purchase, installation, and disposal.
C. Sidewalks. [Keep for Sidewalk/Pedestrian Ramp construction, ELSE DELETE] The City/County will
provide for the maintenance of any sidewalk construction, including stamped and colored concrete sidewalk (if any)
and pedestrian ramps. Maintenance includes, but is not limited to, snow, ice, and debris removal, patching, crack
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repair, panel replacement, cross street pedestrian crosswalk markings, vegetation control of boulevards (if any), and
any other maintenance activities necessary to perpetuate the sidewalks in a safe, useable, and aesthetically
acceptable condition.
The State will maintain crosswalks at ramps which intersect with City/County roads.
D. Lighting. [Keep for lighting OTHER THAN the lights on the signals themselves, ELSE DELETE] The
City/County will provide for the maintenance [and ownership] of any lighting facilities construction. Maintenance of
electrical lighting systems includes everything within the system, from the point of attachment to the power source
or utility, to the last light on the feed point, including but not limited to re-lamping of lighting units or replacing of
LED luminaires, repair or replacement of all damaged luminaire glassware, loose connections, luminaires when
damaged or when ballasts fail, photoelectric control on luminaires, defective starter boards or drivers, damaged
fuse holders, blown fuses, knocked down poles including wiring within the poles, damaged poles, pullboxes,
underground wire, damaged foundations, equipment pad, installation of approved splices or replacement of wires,
repair or extending of conduit, lighting cabinet maintenance including photoelectric cell, electrical distribution
system, Gopher State One Call (GSOC) locates, and painting of poles and other equipment. The City/County will be
responsible for the hook up cost and application to secure an adequate power supply to the service pad or pole and
will pay all monthly electrical service expenses necessary to operate the lighting facility. [Enter "Lighting Feed Point
No." on page one for State owned lighting or if City/County owned, enter City/County number, when available, or
enter "City/County ".]
5.2. State Responsibilities.
A. Interconnect; Timing; Other Maintenance. The State will maintain the Interconnect and signing, and
perform all other Signal System, APS, [advanced warning flasher], and signal pole luminaire circuit maintenance
without cost to the City/County. All Signal System timing will be determined by the State, and no changes will be
made without the State's approval.
B. Battery Backup Replacement Batteries. [Keep and edit if signal has a battery backup, OR ELSE
DELETE] Perform all tasks associated with battery replacement for the battery back-up system which includes
battery purchase, installation, and disposal and invoice the City/County 100% of the costs associated with this work.
The State will maintain the remainder of the battery back-up system at its cost and expense.
C. EVP System(s) Operation. The EVP System(s) will be installed, operated, maintained, and removed
according to the following conditions and requirements:
i.

All maintenance of the EVP System(s) must be done by State forces.

ii. Emitter units may be installed only on authorized emergency vehicles, as defined in Minnesota
Statutes § 169.011, Subdivision 3. Authorized emergency vehicles may use emitter units only when
responding to an emergency. The City/County will provide the State's District Engineer or their
designated representative a list of all vehicles with emitter units, if requested by the State.
iii. Malfunction of the EVP System(s) must be reported to the State immediately.
iv. In the event the EVP System(s) or its components are, in the opinion of the State, being misused or
the conditions set forth in Paragraph ii. above are violated, and such misuse or violation continues
after the City/County receives written notice from the State, the State may remove the EVP
System(s). Upon removal of the EVP System(s) pursuant to this Paragraph, all of its parts and
components become the property of the State.
v. All timing of the EVP System(s) will be determined by the State.
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5.3. Right-of-Way Access. Each party authorizes the other party to enter upon their respective public
right-of-way to perform the maintenance activities described in this Agreement.
5.4. Related Agreements. [Edit or Delete as necessary] This Agreement will supersede and terminate [the
operation and maintenance terms of] Agreement No.
, dated [Enter agreement execution
date], between the parties [, for the intersection of T.H.
at ].
6. Basis of State Cost
6.1. Schedule "I". The Preliminary Schedule "I" includes all anticipated State participation construction items
and the construction engineering cost share covered under this Agreement.
6.2. State Participation Construction. The State will participate in the following at the percentages indicated:
A.

Percent will be the State's rate of cost participation for the Signal System, APS and EVP System, on
T.H.
at
(Signal System "A").

B.

Percent will be the State's rate of cost participation for the Signal System, APS and EVP System, on
T.H.
at
(Signal System "B").

C.

Percent will be the State's rate of cost participation for Interconnect on T.H.

from

to

.

6.3. Signal System Painting. [Keep and edit if signal will be painted, OR ELSE DELETE] The City/County is
responsible for 100 Percent of the cost to paint the Signal System(s) on T.H.
at
(Signal System "A") and on
at
(Signal System "B"). The City/County's lump sum share for painting the Signal System(s) is $
and will be deducted from the State's total lump sum construction cost share as shown in the Schedule "I".
6.4. State Furnished Materials. [Keep and edit if State Furnished Materials cost, OR ELSE DELETE] The State
will furnish a [Enter materials, e.g., cabinet and controller, master controller, service cabinet, battery backup] ("State
Furnished Materials"), according to the Project Plans, to operate the traffic control signal system(s) covered under
this Agreement. The City/County's lump sum share for State Furnished Materials is $
. The State's lump sum
share for State Furnished Materials is $ and is considered a part of the State's total lump sum cost. The City/County
and State's cost shares for State Furnished Materials will be deducted from the State's total lump sum construction
cost share as shown in the Schedule "I".
6.5. Construction Engineering Costs. The State will pay a construction engineering charge equal to 8 percent of
the total State participation construction covered under this Agreement.
7. State Cost and Payment by the State
7.1. State Cost. $
is the State's estimated share of the costs of the contract construction (less painting
and State Furnished Materials cost) plus the 8 percent construction engineering cost share and a $
contingency amount as shown in the Preliminary Schedule "I". The Preliminary Schedule "I" was prepared using
estimated quantities and unit prices, and may include any credits or lump sum costs. Upon review of the
construction contract bid documents described in Article 3.2., the State will decide whether to concur in the
City/County's award of the construction contract and, if so, prepare a Revised Schedule "I" based on construction
contract unit prices, which will replace and supersede the Preliminary Schedule "I" as part of this agreement. The
contingency amount is provided to cover increased State cost in order to prepare the Revised Schedule "I" with
contract unit prices.
7.2. Conditions of Payment. The State will pay the City/County the full and complete lump sum amount as
shown in the Revised Schedule "I", after the following conditions have been met:
A. Encumbrance by the State of the State's full and complete State funded lump sum cost share as shown
in the Revised Schedule "I".
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B. Approval by the State's Land Management Director at St. Paul of certified documentation, submitted by
the City/County, for all right-of-way and easement acquisitions required for the contract construction.
C. Execution of this Agreement and transmittal to the City/County, including a letter advising of the
State's concurrence in the award of the construction contract.
D. The State's receipt of a written request from the City/County for the advancement of funds. The
request will include certification by the City/County that all necessary parties have executed the
construction contract.
7.3. Limitations of State Payment; No State Payment to Contractor. The State's participation in the contract
construction is limited to the lump sum amount shown in [Article
], and the State's participation will not
change except by a mutually agreed written amendment to this Agreement. The State's payment obligation extends
only to the City/County. The City/County's contractor is not intended to be and will not be deemed to be a third
party beneficiary of this Agreement. The City/County's contractor will have no right to receive payment from the
State. The State will have no responsibility for claims asserted against the City/County by the City/County's
contractor.
8. Authorized Representatives
Each party's Authorized Representative is responsible for administering this Agreement and is authorized to give
and receive any notice or demand required or permitted by this Agreement.
8.1. The State's Authorized Representative will be:
Name, Title:
Address:
Telephone:
E-Mail:

Malaki Ruranika, Cooperative Agreements Engineer (or successor)
395 John Ireland Boulevard, Mailstop 682, St. Paul, MN 55155
(651) 366-4634
malaki.ruranika@state.mn.us

8.2. The City/County's Authorized Representative will be:
Name, Title:
Address:
Telephone:
E-Mail:

(or successor)

9. Assignment; Amendments; Waiver; Contract Complete
9.1. Assignment. No party may assign or transfer any rights or obligations under this Agreement without the
prior consent of the other party and a written assignment agreement, executed and approved by the same parties
who executed and approved this Agreement, or their successors in office.
9.2. Amendments. Any amendment to this Agreement must be in writing and will not be effective until it has
been executed and approved by the same parties who executed and approved the original Agreement, or their
successors in office.
9.3. Waiver. If a party fails to enforce any provision of this Agreement, that failure does not waive the
provision or the party's right to subsequently enforce it.
9.4. Contract Complete. This Agreement contains all prior negotiations and agreements between the State and
the City/County. No other understanding regarding this Agreement, whether written or oral, may be used to bind
either party.
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10. Liability; Worker Compensation Claims; Insurance
10.1. Each party is responsible for its own acts, omissions, and the results thereof to the extent authorized by
law and will not be responsible for the acts, omissions of others, and the results thereof. Minnesota
Statutes § 3.736 and other applicable law govern liability of the State. Minnesota Statutes Chapter 466 and
other applicable law govern liability of the City/County. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the City/County
will indemnify, hold harmless, and defend (to the extent permitted by the Minnesota Attorney General)
the State against any claims, causes of actions, damages, costs (including reasonable attorney's fees), and
expenses arising in connection with the project covered by this Agreement, regardless of whether such
claims are asserted by the City/County's contractor(s) or consultant(s) or by a third party because of an act
or omission by the City/County or its contractor(s) or consultant(s).
10.2. Each party is responsible for its own employees for any claims arising under the Workers Compensation
Act.
10.3. The City/County may require its contractor to carry insurance to cover claims for damages asserted against
the City/County's contractor.
11. Nondiscrimination
Provisions of Minnesota Statutes § 181.59 and of any applicable law relating to civil rights and discrimination are
considered part of this Agreement.
12. Title VI/Non-discrimination Assurances
The City/County agrees to comply with all applicable US DOT Standard Title VI/Non-Discrimination Assurances
contained in DOT Order No. 1050.2A, and in particular Appendices A and E, which can be found at:
https://edocs-public.dot.state.mn.us/edocs_public/DMResultSet/download?docId=11149035. The City/County
will ensure the appendices and solicitation language within the assurances are inserted into contracts as
required. State may conduct a review of the City/County’s compliance with this provision. The City/County must
cooperate with State throughout the review process by supplying all requested information and documentation
to State, making City/County staff and officials available for meetings as requested, and correcting any areas of
non-compliance as determined by State.
13. State Audits
Under Minnesota Statutes § 16C.05, subdivision 5, the City/County's books, records, documents, accounting
procedures, and practices relevant to this Agreement are subject to examination by the State and the State
Auditor or Legislative Auditor, as appropriate, for a minimum of six years from the end of this Agreement.
14. Government Data Practices
The City/County and State must comply with the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minnesota Statutes
Chapter 13, as it applies to all data provided under this Agreement, and as it applies to all data created,
collected, received, stored, used, maintained, or disseminated by the City/County under this Agreement. The
civil remedies of Minnesota Statutes §13.08 apply to the release of the data referred to in this clause by either
the City/County or the State.
15. Telecommunications Certification
By signing this agreement, the City/County certifies that, consistent with Section 889 of the John S. McCain
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019, Pub. L. 115-232 (Aug. 13, 2018), the City/County does
not and will not use any equipment, system, or service that uses “covered telecommunications equipment or
services” (as that term is defined in Section 889 of the Act) as a substantial or essential component of any
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system or as critical technology as part of any system. The City/County will include this certification as a flow
down clause in any contract related to this agreement.
16. Governing Law; Jurisdiction; Venue
Minnesota law governs the validity, interpretation, and enforcement of this Agreement. Venue for all legal
proceedings arising out of this Agreement, or its breach, must be in the appropriate state or federal court with
competent jurisdiction in Ramsey County, Minnesota.
17. Termination; Suspension
17.1. By Mutual Agreement. This Agreement may be terminated by mutual agreement of the parties or by the
State for insufficient funding as described below.
17.2. Termination for Insufficient Funding. The State may immediately terminate this Agreement if it does not
obtain funding from the Minnesota Legislature, or other funding source; or if funding cannot be continued at a level
sufficient to allow for the payment of the services covered here. Termination must be by written or fax notice to the
City/County. The State is not obligated to pay for any services that are provided after notice and effective date of
termination. However, the City/County will be entitled to payment, determined on a pro rata basis, for services
satisfactorily performed to the extent that funds are available. The State will not be assessed any penalty if this
Agreement is terminated because of the decision of the Minnesota Legislature, or other funding source, not to
appropriate funds.
17.3. Suspension. In the event of a total or partial government shutdown, the State may suspend this
Agreement and all work, activities, performance, and payments authorized through this Agreement. Any work
performed during a period of suspension will be considered unauthorized work and will be undertaken at the risk of
non-payment.
18. Force Majeure
No party will be responsible to the other for a failure to perform under this Agreement (or a delay in
performance), if such failure or delay is due to a force majeure event. A force majeure event is an event beyond
a party's reasonable control, including but not limited to, unusually severe weather, fire, floods, other acts of
God, labor disputes, acts of war or terrorism, or public health emergencies.
[The remainder of this page has been intentionally left blank]
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STATE ENCUMBRANCE VERIFICATION

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Individual certifies that funds have been encumbered
as required by Minnesota Statutes § 16A.15 and
16C.05.

Recommended for Approval:

By:
Signed:
Date:

Date:

Approved:

SWIFT Purchase Order:

[CITY OF

(District Engineer)

/

By:

COUNTY]

The undersigned certify that they have lawfully
executed this contract on behalf of the Governmental
Unit as required by applicable charter provisions,
resolutions, or ordinances.

(State Design Engineer)

Date:

COMMISSIONER OF ADMINISTRATION

By:

By:
Title:

(With Delegated Authority)

Date:

Date:

By:

Title:

Date:

INCLUDE COPY OF RESOLUTION APPROVING THE AGREEMENT AND AUTHORIZING ITS EXECUTION.
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[CITY OF

/

COUNTY]

RESOLUTION
IT IS RESOLVED that [the City of
/
County] enter into MnDOT Agreement No.
Minnesota, Department of Transportation for the following purposes:

with the State of

To provide for payment by the State to the City/County of the State's share of the costs of the traffic control signal(s)
construction and other associated construction to be performed upon, along, and adjacent to Trunk Highway No.
from
[CITY]
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the Mayor and the

(Title)

are authorized to execute the Agreement and any amendments to the Agreement.
[COUNTY]
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the

(Title)

and the

(Title)

are authorized to execute the Agreement and any amendments to the Agreement.

CERTIFICATION
I certify that the above Resolution is an accurate copy of the Resolution adopted by the [Council of the City of
Board of Commissioners of
County] at an authorized meeting held on the
day of
, 20 , as shown by the minutes of the meeting in my possession.
Subscribed and sworn to me this
day of

Notary Public
My Commission Expires

, 20

(Signature)

(Type or Print Name)

(Title)
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COUNCIL WORKSESSION MEMO
Meeting Date:

3.4
Agenda Item # __________

March 22, 2021

Council Business/Discussion:
Item Description:

Discussion; Intoxicating Liquor Licensed Requirements/Request from Ambi Wine Bar

Submitted By:

Amy Oehlers, ACM

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Jess Pratt, Owner of Ambi Wine Bar and had discussions with me regarding our City Code requirements for an
On-Sale Intoxicating Liquor License (which allows an establishment to sell hard liquor/mixed drinks).
There are 2 requirements in our City Code that prevent Ambi from obtaining an On-Sale Intoxicating Liquor
License; (1) sale of food 35% requirement (2) square footage of net dining area (1,500 sq ft). Ambi Wine is just
under 1,000 sq. ft. net dining area.
In their On-Sale Wine License renewal for 2021, Ambi had only a 23% Food sales. This would normally
prevent them from even renewing thier Wine License, without special consideration and approval by the City
Council, but due to the 2020 COVID Pandemic and closures of the restaurants, City staff waived the food
requirement for 2020 for all On-Sale Intoxicating Liquor & Wine licenses. (Misfits Saloon was also under for
2020, they had a 34% Food sales)
A requirement for this type of license (On-Sale Intoxicating Liquor & Wine) is that the establishment must have
the principal part of the business be the sale of food, which is required to be at least 35% of the gross sales.
The City of Anoka only issues On-Sale Intoxicating Liquor Licenses to “Restaurants”, defined:
In our City Code
Restaurant means any establishment under the control of a single proprietor or manager, having appropriate facilities to serve meals, for seating not
less than 25 guests at one time in one or more dining rooms having a net dining area of at least 1,500 square feet, and where in consideration of
payment therefore, meals are regularly served at tables to the general public and which employs an adequate staff for the usual and suitable service
to its guests and the principal part of the business of which is the serving of foods. The term "restaurant," when used in connection with on-sale wine
or on-sale 3.2 malt liquor licenses, means an establishment under the control of a single proprietor or manager, having appropriate facilities for
serving meals and seating not fewer than 25 guests at one time, and where, in consideration of payment thereof, meals are regularly served at table
to the general public and which employs an adequate staff to provide the usual and suitable service to its guests.
Principal part of the business means more than 35 percent of gross sales (*defined in our City Code).
(Anoka city Code) Sec. 6-65. - Wine licenses.
(a) The city may issue an on-sale wine license with the approval of the commissioner to a restaurant having facilities for seating at least 25 guests
at one time. A wine license permits the sale of wine of up to 24 percent alcohol by volume for consumption with the sale of food. A wine license
authorizes the sale of wine on all days of the week unless the city council authority restricts the license's authorization to the sale of wine on all days
except Sundays.
(b) The city council may by ordinance authorize the holder of an on-sale wine license issued pursuant to this article, who is also licensed to sell 3.2
percent malt liquors at on-sale, and whose gross receipts are at least 35 percent attributable to the sale of food, to sell strong beer on-sale without
an additional license, unless otherwise permitted by state law.
(c) The city may issue an on-sale wine license with the approval of the commissioner to a licensed bed and breakfast facility. A license under this
section authorizes a bed and breakfast facility to furnish wine only to registered guests of the facility.
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Sec. 6-67. - License renewal.
At the time of submittal of an application for a renewal of an on-sale intoxicating liquor or wine license, that has been in effect for a full 12 preceding
months, the applicant shall file with the city clerk a statement made and signed by a certified public accountant that shows the total gross sales and
the total food sales of the restaurant for the 12-month period immediately preceding the date for filing renewal applications, which verifies that a
minimum of 35 percent of the total gross sales is derived from the sale of food. Licensees that hold a club license as defined by state law are
exempt from this requirement. Licensees that have obtained special legislation from the state are exempt from this requirement.

If the City chooses to amend our City Code and authorize On-Sale Intoxicating Liquor Licenses to
establishments not defined as a restaurant, we would have to follow State Law on the maximum amount of
these licenses that could be issued (in addition to the licenses issued to Restaurants):
340A.413 RESTRICTIONS ON NUMBER OF INTOXICATING LIQUOR LICENSES THAT MAY BE ISSUED.
Subdivision 1. On-sale licenses. No on-sale intoxicating liquor license may be issued in any city except as provided in
this section in excess of the following limits:
(1) in cities of the first class, one license for every 1,500 population, up to 200 licenses;
(2) in cities of the second class, not more than 18 licenses plus one for every 2,500 population over 45,000;
(3) in cities of the third class, not more than 12 licenses; City of Anoka currently has 12 issued
(4) in cities of the fourth class, including cities whose acts of incorporation were repealed by Laws 1973, chapter 123,
article V, section 5, not more than seven licenses;
(5) in statutory cities of 5,000 to 10,000 population, not more than six licenses;
(6) in statutory cities of 2,500 to 5,000 population, not more than five licenses;
(7) in statutory cities of 500 to 2,500 population, not more than four licenses; and
(8) in statutory cities under 500 population, not more than three licenses.
Subd. 4. Exclusions from license limits. On-sale intoxicating liquor licenses may be issued to the following
entities by a city, in addition to the number authorized by this section:
(1) clubs, or congressionally chartered veterans organizations;
(2) restaurants;
(3) establishments that are issued licenses to sell wine under section 340A.404, subdivision 5;
(4) theaters that are issued licenses under section 340A.404;
(5) hotels; and
(6) bowling centers.

A concern about amending the City Code and allowing licenses to be issued to non-restaurants would be that
the current On-Sale Intoxicating Liquor Licensees would then want to re-apply has a non-restaurant for the
license so that they would not be held to the Food Sales % and would not have to submit the CPA Form each
year for renewals.
What Ambi Wine bar is requesting, is that the City revise the City code and make the following changes:
•
•

Restaurant redefined and food sales requirement be decreased from 35% to 10%.
Net dining area requirement decreased from 1,500 sq ft to 900 sq. ft.

Jess Pratt from Ambi Wine Bar will be present at the Worksession.
NO FORMAL ACTION MAY BE TAKEN AT A WORKSESSION.
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COUNCIL WORKSESSION MEMO
Meeting Date:

3.5
Agenda Item # __________

March 22, 2021

Council Business/Discussion:
Item Description:

Discussion; Organized Garbage Hauling

Submitted By:

Amy Oehlers, ACM

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The topic of organized garbage hauling has been discussed for many years. In 2020 the Council had multiple
disucussions on this topic and held an open house on January 23, 2020. At the February 24, 2020 Worksession
the Council discussed this item and reviewed the citizen feedback that was received.
Council directon was for the City to gather more information , continue the process of investuigating organized
hauling, and notify the public and haulers that the City’s intention is to to place this as a referendum question on
the 2022 election ballot.
Includede in your packet are:
•
•
•
•

Organized Hauling Action Taken Timeline 2019-2020
Organized Garbage Hauling Scope and Timeline
February 3, 2020 Regular Mtg Public Forum Comments
February 24, 2020 Worksession Minutes and packet information which includes a summary of public
statements/positions from the Open House meeting held on January 23, 2020

Due to the COVID outbreak that occurred soon after this direction was given, staff did not proceed with
gathering the information and implementing the process as intended. Researching the issues, collecting the data,
and developing the referendum question and information packet will take an extensive amount of time. This
process will need to be initiated in the next couple months in order to stay on schedule.

NO FORMAL ACTION MAY BE TAKEN AT A WORKSESSION. STAFF DIRECTION ON HOW
TO PROCEED WITH THIS ITEM IS REQUESTED.
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February 3, 2020 (Regular)
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REGULAR MEETING OF THE ANOKA CITY COUNCIL
ANOKA CITY HALL
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
FEBRUARY 3, 2020
1.

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Rice called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m., followed by the Pledge of
Allegiance.

2.

ROLL CALL
Present at roll call: Mayor Rice, Councilmembers Barnett, Freeburg, and Skogquist.
Staff present: Police Chief Eric Peterson; Electric Director, Greg Geiger Electric Utility
Director; Communications Manager Pam Bowman; Engineering Technician Ben Nelson;
Clark Palmer, City Planner, and Public Services Director Mark Anderson, and City
Attorney Scott Baumgartner.
Absent at roll call: Councilmember Wesp.

3.

COUNCIL MINUTES
3.1

Minutes of the January 21, 2020, Regular Meeting.
Councilmember Barnett outlined a correction on Page 4, Paragraph 1: “…shared
dollars per round in 2006 of $28.06, 2019 2010 of $27.10, and now $30.31.”
Councilmember Skogquist noted Electric Director Greg Geiger was not present at
the last meeting.
Motion by Councilmember Skogquist, seconded by Councilmember Barnett, to
waive the reading and approve the January 21, 2020, Regular Meeting minutes as
corrected.
Vote taken. All ayes. Motion carried.

4.

OPEN FORUM
4.1

Police Activity Update.
Police Chief Eric Peterson shared an update stating no police incidents occurred
with the Super Bowl and that 2020 census work was beginning in the City. He
said census workers would be going door-to-door to speak with residents and
explained they would have laptops and clearly marked identification and with
their presence he anticipated increased calls for service. He referred to the
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potential for scamming during this period and encouraged residents to call the
police with any concerns. He added postcard notifications outlining census
response would be coming sometime in March and that the City has been
designated as an online census response so there should not be much door-to-door
contact.
Chief Peterson stated the ice jams were gone and river levels have dropped five
feet and were back to normal levels but that staff continues to monitor. He
announced the department would be participating in the Lights on Minnesota
program which was a privately funded initiative that allows officers to issue a
written warning for equipment violations and offer a free repair voucher. He said
transportation is vital to residents and affordability of repairs is a real concern so
vouchers will be given to drivers for participating repair shops to correct the
violation. He said the hope is this program would build better relationships and
strengthen our community and noted no tax dollars funded this program.
Councilmember Skogquist asked about the National Weather Service’s efforts in
monitoring the Rum River above the dam. Chief Peterson said he was not fully
aware of their plan but said the intent was to install an electronic device above the
river and while there was a gauge in place in St. Francis it was an older version.
Councilmember Freeburg spoke about the potential for disaster in the spring with
snowmelt if the levels were already high and stressed the importance of
monitoring levels closely. Chief Peterson said the National Weather Service was
predicting 50/50 chance of reaching minor flood stage this spring but variables
included additional snow or a quick thaw which would increase those chances.
He said he would be attending the upcoming Governor’s Conference and would
be speaking with National Weather Service representatives to obtain further
assessments.
OTHER INFORMATION UNDER OPEN FORUM
Mayor Rice read a statement into the record regarding the January 23 information
session at Green Haven for feedback on the City’s proposed organized hauling.
He said the presentation was shared and recorded and available on the City’s
website and not included on this evening’s agenda for any action. He said the
Council intended to discuss the topic further at the February 24 worksession to
review a full report on feedback received at the information session and through
other avenues and that while no action would occur the hope was to direct staff on
how to proceed. He said feedback forms were available this evening to complete
and submit by February 10 or residents could email any Councilmember to be
included in the report. He suggested for the sake of time that residents try to
summarize their comments then invited the public to speak.
Dave Wiggins, 19671 Yellow Pine Street, Oak Grove and Vice President for Ace
Solid Waste, commented about the feedback session, truck weights, and the City’s
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statistics being inaccurate. He said the City Manager’s comments about resident
cost savings when garbage is picked up at every house is not being seen in other
cities then spoke about the supposed damage to City streets caused by trucks was
based on a study from Fort Collins Colorado where no scale was available. He
spoke about the statement made that haulers seem to hide truck weight was not
accurate and how the City was affecting his business. He shared statistics on
truck weights from January that ranged from 44,000 pounds to 46,000 pounds,
much less than the 50 tons stated. He said they utilized the largest tires allowed
by law and that pounds per square inch was minimal and how an empty truck was
33,000 pounds and how even with maximum load weight of 51,000 pounds the
trucks never get that full. He compared garbage trucks to school buses which
when full when 25,000 pounds and were 2.03 pounds per square inch when
garbage trucks were much less at only 1.44 pounds per square inch. He expressed
his frustration with proposed organized hauling and said his business was being
threatened.
Barb Thurston, 1815 3rd Avenue, asked how often would the City negotiate
contracts and if divided into percentages based on the number haulers now, do
they all have to come to the same agreement for the same price for each home.
Mayor Rice noted the process was long and not established yet but possibly
would be negotiated every 3-4 years. He said if approved they would obtain
feedback from the haulers on how to arrange the City’s collection and noted those
details have yet to be decided.
Ms. Thurston recalled organized hauling was discussed in 2015 and while in the
past she wanted to have a choice she has since changed her mind. She spoke
about street renewal costs and assessments received and said how her hauler
raised their rates last fall and would not negotiate, adding residents do not have a
choice for other utilities like gas and electric.
Roger Olsen, 402 River Lane, shared a mailer received from haulers against the
proposal and how residents have to negotiate with the haulers. He said they
experience 6-9 different haulers on their cul-de-sac and how they tear up the street
and how there seems to be enough margin in pricing to lower prices. He spoke
about the process to negotiate a contract and that Anoka could easily move to one
hauler to lower prices, save streets, and reduce pollution and noise.
Barbara Baldwin, 3227 Sprague Avenue, said the process to change to a single
hauler is governed by the State and must be followed, stating the initial contract is
seven years which is a long time if there are customer service issues and is not a
simple process as portrayed.
Kevin Landry, 765 East Main Street, said the government should not have a right
to say who can pick up from his property and referred to the City of St. Paul’s
process for organized hauling that did not go well that resulted in a five-year
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contract they cannot stop and said if approved without a resident vote he would
consider bringing the City to court.
Mike Jellinger, 553 Harrison Street, commented about the mailer received from
his hauler two years ago and how this oversteps a Council’s duties and should go
on a ballot for a vote.
Mayor Rice agreed a referendum vote would be one way for this process to occur
but noted it was early in the debate and that St. Paul did not follow the process
outlined by Statute. He said the discussion is around hauling costs versus street
renewal costs shared by all residents of Anoka and how trucks are the greatest
controllable variable. Mayor Rice noted since buses and garbage trucks are
allowed to drive during weight restriction periods this proposal is an attempt to
control the costs we can and the first step is to identify the facts, impacts and
costs.
Mr. Jellinger noted the extensive length of time to realize any cost savings for
street renewal and asked if negotiations have begun. Mayor Rice stated
negotiations have not occurred yet.
John Hall, 1927 Branch Avenue, said he worked for the City of St. Paul for 37
years as fleet manager and understood axel weights and said the trucks had little
impact on roads and cautioned the City about opening up this debate. He said it
was early in the process and not based on enough comprehensive information and
not relevant. He said his hauler has treated him well and was concerned about
receiving the same level of service if organized and noted City maintenance
vehicles do more damage with salt and that more information and study was
needed.
Mayor Rice stated the City began a street renewal program to reconstruct 80-yearold streets and now we have to reconstruct 30-year-old streets and we need to
address why streets are deteriorating at an accelerated rate. Mr. Hall said one
reason is because quality of work on sewer systems and streets is less than before.
Bruce Blahut, 3319 12th Avenue, said the street in from of his home was
reconstructed last year then cracked curb to curb within two weeks. He said his
storm sewer does not drain properly and that the City has more concerns than
garbage truck impacts.

Charlie Mueliner, 220 McCann Avenue, said research shows some damage occurs
but was concerned about impacts to free market and suggested when the City is
involved costs are more and efficiency is less and said residents could organize by
their neighborhood instead. He said this will be a difficult process to navigate and
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said his service in Anoka was better than when he lived in Blaine and did not see
the benefit as the data is not quantifiable and costs needed to include
administrative staff for this process. He agreed a ballot vote should be required.
Andrew Groninger, 2333 4th Avenue, spoke about costs and compared the
proposal to the City’s single hauler for recycling and asked how pricing and
contracts are reviewed to control costs. Communications Manager Pam Bowman
said the current recycling contract was reviewed every five years.
Mr. Groninger spoke about poor customer service for recycling and how the City
would have to accept the best bid that could affect customer service for hauling
too. He said his hauler provides free garbage can washing annually and organized
hauling is beyond what local government should be looking at and that cost
savings is not really true. He suggested different road materials be used instead to
resolve the issue and that any change should be placed on a ballot for a vote.
Mayor Rice said recycling was difficult to compare as not all haulers have the
facilities to recycle, adding with recent market changes pricing has increased in
recycling too.
Sara Gall, 1811 2nd Avenue, said she learned about the proposal from a mailer
from her hauler then spent time gathering information from haulers and the Cities
of Champlin and Blaine. She spoke about Metro Transit bus weights and Elk
River truck weights and how she was against organized hauling and for free
market and expressed concern about if approved where government would stop.
She commented that having single haulers was not that effective for street renewal
and that many cities subsidize costs resulting in less cost savings in the end.
Ross Peters, 4309 Parkview Circle, asked if homeowners associations would be
forced to participate in any single hauler system if adopted. Mayor Rice said that
would have to be determined as part of the process but noted associations already
have a single hauler.
Mr. Peters asked about the development of the parcel at Bunker Lake Boulevard
and 7th Avenue with a grocer anchor and if the City will take into consideration
impacts to their townhomes such as aesthetics, light pollution and the potential for
increased vandalism. Mayor Rice said any project approval would include
landscaping plans, buffers, berms, and other building standards such as light
impacts.
Councilmember Skogquist said once an anchor tenant has been identified we can
begin working on those details and provide notification to the neighborhood. He
said while this is a commercial corner the City will make it as attractive as
possible to protect the neighborhood’s investment.
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Ms. Baldwin said comments were shared at the organized hauling informational
meeting that $2 million had been spent over 20 years for street renewal and that
roads were still in good condition and not damaged and noted assessments
included sewer and other costs, not just street paving. She spoke about how her
rates were raised when included on the City’s utility bill and how if approved staff
would be needed to manage billing then shared comments about how her hauler
helped with her service while recovering from surgery.
Mayor Rice said the street renewal budget was $1 million per year and costs are
incremental over time and are being reviewed more frequently than in the past.
Engineering Technician Ben Nelson said the current budget was $8.2 million for
five miles of streets and that some included new infrastructure but some did not.
Mary Jo Davich, 1711 Levee Avenue, said government should not be involved in
this process as it was a free market and unacceptable and not the City’s role and if
approved would need to be negotiated every year.
Mike Cofrin, 1614 Rivers Point Court, said he was in favor of a single hauler but
with conditions and said the RFP process would have to be well managed and
suggested a shorter contract in the beginning in case it does not work, adding
currently there are six different trucks picking up in his neighborhood.
Mayor Rice clarified the initial process would be seven years then a term is
decided according to negotiations that would be based on accountability,
customer service, and pricing, adding this would still involve free market but be
for the entire City.
Councilmember Freeburg thanked the public for coming forward and said he
support free market as well and would like to see a vote on the proposal but added
truck weights affect roads. He commented on the increase in school buses and
delivery trucks and how all impact the roads and that the City is just looking to
see what we can control. He stated how funding through the electric utility has
helped with street renewal but those funds will not always be available and that a
solution is needed.
Councilmember Barnett noted the presentation from this discussion a few years
ago was available on the City’s website then asked for an outline of the process
and the potential for a vote. City Attorney Scott Baumgartner outlined the City
Charter process of an initiative versus a referendum should the Council adopt an
ordinance a group of registered voters disagrees with and how it would be brought
forward for a vote.
Mayor Rice outlined the upcoming worksession for further review and input and
invited the public to attend.
5.

PUBLIC HEARING(S)
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WORKSESSION OF THE ANOKA CITY COUNCIL
ANOKA CITY HALL
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
FEBRUARY 24, 2020
1.

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Rice called the worksession meeting to order at 5:00 p.m.

2.

ROLL CALL
Present at roll call: Mayor Rice, Councilmembers Barnett, Freeburg, Skogquist, and
Wesp.
Staff present: City Manager Greg Lee; Community Development Director Doug
Borglund; Public Services Director Mark Anderson; Communications & Recycling
Manager Pam Bowman; Engineering Technician Ben Nelson; Associate Planner Clark
Palmer; Housing and Development Manager Darin Berger.
Also present: Charter Commission members.

3.

COUNCIL BUSINESS and/or DISCUSSION ITEMS

3.1

Discussion; Review Data on Organized Garbage Hauling.
City Manager Greg Lee stated after discussion at the October 28, 2019 City Council
worksession, Council directed staff to schedule an open house to provide information to
the public about organized garbage hauling and the process the City would need to
follow, should the City Council wish to pursue it. The open house was held on January 23
with 42 attendees, including residents and hauler representatives and feedback forms
were provided to all present. Following the open house, the presentation, video, and
feedback form were posted to the City website and an online survey was added to provide
an alternative way to respond on the topic. Mr. Lee shared a report categorizing (support
– opposed – undecided) the responses from residents and noted the responses in the
report only included those compiled through the feedback form, the online survey, and
emails sent directly to City Council and/or staff. Comments posted directly on social
media at the January 23, 2020 open house and from the February 3, 2020 City Council
meeting were not included in this report; however, they are easily accessible through our
Facebook page, the open house video produced by QCTV on our website, and the
February 3, 2020 City Council meeting minutes.
Mr. Lee noted 40% of respondents were in support of organized hauling, 54% against,
and 6% undecided. He explained as a Charter city, citizens have options should Council
decide something resident did not want and could begin a petition process to bring the
question forward for a public vote. He also stated the Council could bring the question
forward to a public vote without a petition as well.
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Councilmember Freeburg asked if a referendum has been done in the past.
Councilmember Skogquist referred to the ballot question regarding Green Haven.
Councilmember Barnett asked if there was enough time in the process to include a ballot
question on this year’s ballot. Mr. Lee said any question could be included on this year’s
ballot but noted it would take several months to craft the question in order to properly
educate residents on the proposal such as a proposed contract and suggested drafting a
contract first. He noted the cost of a standalone election ranges between $30,000 and
$40,000 so it is more likely the question would be included on the 2022 ballot which
would provide for further dialogue, more informational meetings, and time to create the
process.
Councilmember Skogquist said by law the first step is for the City to notify the haulers of
the intent to more to organized hauling so they can create a proposal and noted they know
what information we have to have versus the City drafting a contract. He said a ballot
question would allow time to provide the most information and allow the citizens the
ability to choose in the most open and fair way possible.
Councilmember Freeburg agreed, stating it is the citizens’ job to pay for streets so they
should be able to make the choice on how to protect their street investment.
Mr. Lee said the City would have to provide notice to both residents and haulers of the
intent to explore organized hauling.
Councilmember Barnett commented about the feedback and concerns received through
this process that did not involve single hauling necessarily but included pick-up concerns,
speeding, spilling of materials, and other customer service issues and suggested
addressing those concerns and perception independent of any vote, separate from the
organized hauling question overall.
Councilmember Wesp said he did not see much difference from the public’s position in
2015 where a large number of residents wanted to retain their choice of haulers and
explained the City’s action to decrease from open hauling to six haulers. He said he is
not convinced trucks were the single reason for road deterioration as it could be a road
base issue and was not interested in the City being in the garbage business and competing
with other free enterprises. He shared he lives in a homeowners’ association and their
roads have already been resurfaced and said reasons could include freezing/thawing and
salt use and was in favor of residents deciding.
Councilmember Freeburg said the concern is not around garbage trucks but around
weight, especially in the spring, and with more school buses and delivery trucks if we can
reduce weight we should try. He said going to a single hauler will not put the City in the
garbage business but will allow us to select one hauler to decrease the overall weight on
the roads.
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Councilmember Barnett said she did not forward every piece of communication but
stated those in support qualified their opinions of maintaining choice if their service did
not change and cost decreased less and included the ability to stop service over winter
months, adding people just want choices.
Mayor Rice noted we were not receiving a random sample of input and those residents
who have not weighed in may not care one way or the other. He shared a story of how
the lower half of his new driveway was destroyed after only 15 years because the garbage
truck drove on that portion only and said staff has spoken with the school district to
request buses only drive on feeder streets when not picking up students to help address
the concern of vehicle weight during road restrictions.
Public Services Director Mark Anderson commented on their limited success to alter
school bus routes in the past but was hopeful going forward.
Councilmember Freeburg said public education is important and explained how the roads
change in the spring during thawing and how garbage trucks’ quick start and stop moves
affect tar cracking.
Councilmember Skogquist agreed input received was not a random sample but
recognized the importance of public input and while we cannot require only one school
bus company, it was important to be efficient with City resources.
Councilmember Barnett asked if the process allowed us to approach the haulers for
quotes first before any decision for organized hauling. City Attorney Scott Baumgartner
explained the legislation was put in place to protect the haulers and did not think we’d
have participation from the haulers absent that first step of a decision of organized
hauling.
Mayor Rice asked if we voted in favor of a single hauler and a referendum was called for
in 2022 and if the vote was one way or other does that take us off that timeline. Mr.
Baumgartner explained a loophole existed and if we put a question to the voters, we
would still be on that seven-year timeframe and the 2022 option would allow for
clarification into the law. He said if it goes to a vote, we have to wait the seven years
which makes no sense but it was an omission in Statute now but would allow time for
clarification.
Mayor Rice asked if other cities were in this process now. Mr. Baumgartner said
Bloomington and other cities have gone through this process, including St. Paul.
Councilmember Wesp said Bloomington passed single hauler and citizens sued the city
which was upheld to place the question on a ballot and asked if the City would be
customer service contact for billing, collection, etc. if organized hauling occurred. Mr.
Lee said those details would be included in any contract we write, adding we already
have organized recycling and could be done in a similar way.
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Councilmember Wesp asked who bills recycling and if we have ever gone to collections
if an account was not paid. Mr. Lee said monthly billing was done by the City and we
collect non-payment.
Councilmember Wesp said we need much more detail before any direction can be given.
Councilmember Freeburg said if someone does not pay the City the cost can be included
through property assessments.
Dave Wiggins, Ace Solid Waste, commented on the number of issues and steps needed
and suggested a meeting with the haulers as required by Statute. He said he offered that
during the last open forum and that the haulers would welcome that meeting to help
answer questions and concerns. He added during weight restrictions haulers already
lighten their loads and referred to the negative assumptions that keep occurring around
garbage hauling.
Councilmember Wesp asked if all haulers were required to be weighed at weigh stations.
Mr. Wiggins said every commercial truck over 26,000 pounds is required to be weighed
at DOT weigh stations and noted while garbage trucks are exempt from being ticketed
they lighten their loads as good stewards and that some loads out of Anoka are 44,000
pounds which is barely over the five-ton limit on a four-axle truck.
Councilmember Skogquist thanked Mr. Wiggins for his information but noted he is only
one company and that the City is trying not to make assumptions as there are many
variables. He said he has heard good feedback from his firm but the concern was what
was in place to hold all haulers accountable and when there is a negative effect on public
resources, we need to figure out ways to address the concern. He said he appreciated
transparency but not everyone is good and we need the best information available as
opposed to mailers and lobbyist information.
Councilmember Wesp asked if approved, would the next group of regulated businesses
include dentists or insurance agents for example. He said if Ace is not a good business
that is for the customer to decide, not the City, and said there were many reasons roads
deteriorate including the 87,000 cars on Highway 47 daily which shows there is a lot
more traffic overall.
Councilmember Barnett said this was a big topic and that we lack knowledge right now
and that we have not invited the haulers to provide more information and while it may be
skewed that is occurring on the other side too.
Mayor Rice said this process is just beginning and we need to know whether or not to
explore the idea. He said while we have received some response from the community we
have to start somewhere and should now involve our haulers and possibly school buses as
the next area to control road impacts where we can.
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Councilmember Wesp said that was a logical statement instead of others that have been
broad strokes and agreed we need more information then referred to how cemetery roads
were constructed differently and stated he did not think it was fair to say all hauling
trucks are bad as it was not appropriate for a business, especially when our streets are in
poor shape already.
Councilmember Freeburg said we cannot manage cars and may not be able to school
buses but we can manage haulers and their weight was a detriment to roads and we
should just explore the option, share the information with the community, and let them
decide.
Mr. Lee summarized Council’s direction to continue the process of organized hauling and
notify the public and haulers with the end result to bring forward as a ballot question.
Mr. Baumgartner confirmed the Council was not indicating statutory notification but
more of a broad information gathering process and compared it to the same process used
for rental licensing by including landlords in the process early which resulted in a good
ordinance acceptable to all involved. Mayor Rice said that was correct, that the direction
was to gather more information for public education.
3.2

Discussion; Proposed Charter Amendments (Salaries and Filling Vacancies).
Mr. Baumgartner provided an update to the City Council regarding Elected Officials and
Vacancies in Elected Office. At that meeting, the Council did not come to a consensus
on the changes proposed by the Charter Commission and requested the item be sent to a
future worksession for discussion and invite Charter Commission members to attend.
He shared an overview of the Charter Commission’s recommendations and said staff
was suggesting the section be further amended to change the last sentence as follows:
A review of the Mayor and Councilmember salaries shall be conducted by the City
Council every three (3) years. A review of the Mayor and Councilmember salaries shall
be conducted by the City Council in June of every even numbered year.

Mr. Baumgartner said Council requested to discuss both of these sections further for
reconsideration every three years and that staff is recommending every odd year in June.
He said it was easier to keep this in a set timeframe with no need to increase every odd
year but a given timeframe for review and consideration was acceptable to the Charter
Commission. He suggested staff bring back the proposed language on the next agenda
for consideration that included “shall be conducted by City Council every year of oddnumber years.”
Mr. Baumgartner referred to information provided by Councilmember Skogquist relating
to how other cities address filling vacancies in elected offices and also how Anoka
addressed its most recent City Council vacancy.
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Agenda Section:

Council Business and/or Discussion Items

Item Description:

Discussion; Review Data on Organized Garbage Hauling

Submitted By:

Pam Bowman, Communications & Recycling Manager

Agenda Item # 3.1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
After discussion at the October 28, 2019 City Council Worksession, Council directed Staff to schedule an open
house to provide information to the public about organized garbage hauling and the process the City would need
to follow, should the City Council wish to pursue it. At your December 9, 2019 Worksession, Staff requested
review and discussion of the draft PowerPoint presentation to be presented at the open house.
The open house was held on Thursday, January 23, 2020, from 6-8 p.m. at Green Haven Golf Course & Event
Center. There were 42 attendees, including residents and hauler representatives. City Manager Greg Lee gave
the presentation and held a question and answer session following it. Feedback forms were provided to all
attendees present. QCTV video recorded the entire presentation. Following the open house, the presentation,
video, and feedback form were posted to the city website. Soon after, an online survey was added to the
website to provide people an alternative way to respond on the topic.
Attached is a report categorizing (support – opposed – undecided) the responses from residents. Please note the
responses in the report only include those compiled through the feedback form, the online survey, and emails
sent directly to City Council and/or Staff.
Comments posted directly on social media, at the January 23, 2020 open house, and from the February 3, 2020
City Council meeting are not included in this report; however, they are easily accessible through our Facebook
page (under the organized hauling posts), the open house video produced by QCTV on our website, and the
February 3rd City Council meeting minutes.
COUNCIL DIRECTION REQUESTED
Staff is requesting Council direction on how to proceed.
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Support
Opposed
Undecided

60
80
9

Citizen Feedback Report – February 24, 2020
The following feedback was compiled through the Feedback Form, Online Survey, and Emails to City Council and Staff.
Comments posted on social media, made at the January open house, and from the February 3rd City Council meeting are not included in this report;
however, they are easily accessible through our Facebook page, the open house video produced by QCTV, and the Feb. 3rd meeting minutes.

SUPPORT
#
1

2

Name/Address
Alan & Roxanne Wells
714 Cross Street
SUPPORT
Amanda Baker
1821 8th Ave
SUPPORT

3

Andrew Heidemann
734 Birch St
SUPPORT

4

Barbara Canny
1220-5th Ave
SUPPORT

Comments
Support less garbage haulers on our streets. City has done an excellent job improving our streets.

I fully support organized garbage collection. My street went through a street reconstruction project in 2013
and was sealed 2 year ago. There are numerous cracks developing already. Also my driveway apron is cracked
from large trucks backing up into my driveway to turn. I see no good reason to have multiple garbage haulers if
the city can organize one for the whole city or one per neighborhood with reasonable prices. Also as someone
who works a few nights per month and has to try to sleep on a garbage day, the decrease in noise would be
greatly appreciated.
I am writing you today in support of the cities proposal of a single trash hauler. I am always frustrated with the
amount of trucks that go up and down our street on a garbage day. We as tax paying citizens invest a large
amount of money into our streets and we need to protect that investment. I was hoping to make it to the
meeting to discuss this with you but I cannot attend so I decided to send an email. Thank you for taking the
time to serve our city and I appreciate everything you all do for our city. Anoka is a great place to live and I am
happy to have good people representing us.
After paying for new road in front of my house, watching many garbage trucks passing by, and seeing the effect
of buses on South St., I want only two garbage trucks on my street – garbage and recycling. Please do not
mandate collection. Some of us recycle and travel. Carriers have no provisions for either. Not snowbirds!
Travel for months at a time. In summer haulers start very early. Sometimes are early as 5:30 a.m. almost
always before 6:30 a.m. Hours should be part of the contract.
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5

Carol Moen
168 Yoho Dr.
SUPPORT

6

Cheryl Knapek
717 Fremont St.
SUPPORT
Daniel Dahlheimer
720 Benton St.
SUPPORT
Dave Peterson
SUPPORT

7

8

9

David Groth
4040 10th Lane
SUPPORT

10 Doug and Catherine
Dehn
1134 Benton St
SUPPORT
11 Gretchen Schlosser
251 McCann Ave
SUPPORT

Yes! I think we should go to a single garbage hauler. The City of Anoka should get bids each year. Less wear
and tear on our streets and if would be safer. I have seen trucks zip by my house at an unsafe speed because
they only have one or two stops in my neighborhood. Let’s cut down on the wear and tear on our streets and
make them quieter and safer.
I think it is a no-brianer – Go for organized collection!

I support organized solid waste collection. Would also like to have every other week solid waste similar to
recycling. Also, need to get commercial vehicles off residential streets. I have a number of neighbors parking
their commercial vehicles at their homes.
Attended your meetings a couple years back and strongly supported the single trash hauler or the zone system
in order to remove the many trucks that travel down my street. At this north east side of town several trucks
use our street to get to the correct side of the next street just to pick up one or two homes. We still support
the change!!! When we came to town in 67, Peterson Brothers were the soul collector. I also challenge the
council to be aware of how the trash is disposed of, especially the yard waste. We like the one hauler for the
recycling, the yard waste could be the same. Many companies use this as a leverage to get people to change
haulers, with big promises and then hidden changes later. For the last four years Curbside has been the least
desirable as drivers zoom down our streets in the neighborhood (kids and old folks walk the streets) just to get
a couple of homes. Not very wise use of energy. ACE is still the best hauler you have. Thanks.
The City SHOULD go back to Organized Solid Waste Collection. I was NOT in favor of this in 2014-2015 because
I was very satisfied with my vendor service and price. However, I have since retired and now witness the
steady all day caravan of garbage trucks in my neighborhood every Wednesday. I didn’t understand how bad it
was. Now I see the problem. The City should do what it can to better manage our waste removal services.
Please keep in mind, the cost per household is an important consideration. I was paying $21 per month to ACE
and just recently switched to Curbside to get to $11 per month. The providers seem to have a lot of swing
room on price. I’d be OK in the $15-$25 per month range.
We strongly support the single hauler/organized collection ideas. Collection of “trash” is so much like hauling
recycling, providing electric power, etc. that is like a utility. The saving of our streets would be an added
bonus.
Yes, the Anoka City Council should implement organized collection, for a number of reasons:
1. There are too many garbage trucks on our street, causing damage to the roadway and bringing danger to the
children, bicyclists and walkers in the neighborhood, since we don't have sidewalks.
2. Street assessments are very expensive. We paid a $5,400 assessment at our previous home and it was a very
difficult financial hurdle to overcome. That was several years ago and the costs will only increase with time.
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3. The people talking about "choice" and "freedom" aren't taking into account the "choice" and the "freedom"
they will experience when it is time to pay the street assessment. The garbage companies mailing out
brochures aren't going to pay those assessments, as they are not the taxpayers and the property owners.
This situation is not unlike changing the bar closing time, as the taxpayers were footing the public safety bill for
the businesses and people coming to Anoka to finish their night out on the town. The council made the correct
decision there, benefiting the taxpayers and the safety of our community.
I am in favor of organized waste collection in order to improve the condition of the roads and side streets.

I am for organized waste pickup. I see no need for 6 trucks wrecking our streets when one can do the job. Also
large waste of fuel to have trucks going down streets to pick a few cans rather than all of them.
I am in favor of organized solid waste collection for some of the following reasons:
- Environmental – emissions, disposal of old road/streets, reuse-energy it takes reuse
I need to have a small can – I recycle and compost. I need to suspend in winter months. I would like option to
share/combine with neighbors.
I have been hearing a lot of bad press for the city to move to a single collection service. I for one would be
thrilled with such a change. I live right in downtown Anoka and on garbage day we have at least 4 different
garbage services coming down our block. It is noisy and dangerous and seems really wasteful to have such
scattered routes. Since the routes are so scattered I see garbage trucks racing down our block to get to their
next pick up and also racing down the alleys. In addition to all the extra trucks coming through, we often have
people soliciting their garbage services door to door which is another nuisance. A single service negotiated
through the city would be a welcome relief. I also hope that the City of Anoka would consider offering curbside
compost in the future to help reduce the waste in our City. I currently participate in the Anoka County compost
program, but it is far from convenient. Thank you for your time.
I’m assuming you all received the mailer encouraging Anoka residents to come to a council meeting on Feb 3
and complain to you all about Big Government choosing our trash collection services... I just wanted to send
you a note thanking you for taking your time to discuss and resolve this. I am in favor of a city-wife contract, as
I’m assuming this goes out for bid to all the major haulers, and is then granted to the “low-bid” hauler. It seems
to make great sense, and I assume it will also cut down on unnecessary traffic and road damage from multiple
trucks on streets per day. Please feel free to let me know if my assumptions are wrong or I’m misinformed, but
from what I understand, approval of a city-wide contract is exactly what we need. Regardless of your personal
stance on this issue and politics in general, thank you all for taking your time to serve the residents of Anoka!
I am thrilled that Anoka is serious about reducing the truck traffic on our residential streets! I live on a short
street with only 25 houses. I watch 5-10 garbage trucks zoom down our street each Thursday and I know that
there must be a smarter/greener way!! The wear and tear on our streets from these large trucks is
unbelievable. Any marginal increase to cost for residents is a fraction to the net savings in street repairs/
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replacements. Garbage collection, like recycling collection is BEST done by the least amount of trucks as
possible. Residents don’t complain about having a single utility provider like electricity or gas! While I know it
does not scale, I believe that residents who believe their “Choice” of garbage haulers is more important than
the longevity of our streets should be charged *MORE* when their street is replaced. Thank you for
attempting to spend *MY* tax money wisely!
I am not able to attend the public meeting but wanted to weigh in that I support organized hauling in Anoka. It
makes sense in terms of the wear and tear on the streets to limit the number of trucks traversing back and
forth across the city.
Mr. Skogquist,
Thank you for your service to the city of Anoka. I wanted to let you know that I am in support of organized
trash collection for a variety of reasons - reduction of noise, wear-and-tear on the roads, emissions,
etc. While I support the free market and the right of garbage-haulers to compete for business, I do not see why
this cannot be done at the city level rather than the individual level. I realize that you do not need convincing
on this issue. However, if and when the proposal is passed, I would like the council to consider a few things in
selecting a trash hauler. Normally, cost is the main decision-making factor (if not the ONLY factor).
Please think about giving these aspects equal weight to saving money:
*Choosing a local trash collection company. Republic Services may be able to afford to underbid the
competition but we are not supporting the local or regional economy as much as we could/should.
*Valuing the independently-owned business. Anoka is small-business central and its citizens obviously
appreciate this. Please keep this in mind when considering bids.
*Prioritizing the environment. Environmental impact is more than just the number of trucks on the road.
Where are those truck coming from? Does the company strive to exceed environmental regulations and how?
I appreciate you taking the time to consider all of the options to make the best decision possible - whatever
that decision is, you have my support. Many thanks to you for all of your efforts.
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2019/06/05/minnesota-cities-organized-trashpickupsee-lower-costs-controversy
City Council, I would like to let you know my opinion for consolidated garbage In the City of Anoka. I believe
this would be a good thing for our city in many ways. To preserve our roads, keep noise and traffic and
pollution out of our neighborhoods. Our neighborhood streets are due for resurfacing this spring and I don't
want them tore up like they are now from the garbage truck traffic along the edges of the streets. I trust the
City will negotiate the best price and service for our citizens. I have talked to my friends in neighboring cities
who have this and have no problems with the service or the cost. So please move ahead with consolidated
garbage collection in our City. Thank you for your consideration!
I’m all for organized waste collection! I trust my city will negotiate a good price and I trust the city will have my
best interest in mind. I do not like the condition of our roads. My street has many cracks and problems right
along the edge right where garbage trucks travel. I do not like the extra traffic, noise and pollution put out by
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all the extra garbage trucks all day long on my garbage day. I hear Blaine does just fine with this arrangement.
My friend in Blaine likes it. Please move forward with organized trash service. Thank you!
Yes...The reasons seem clear. The multitude of garbage haulers traveling our city streets per week is to the
point of ridiculous and causes damage to our streets, all of which has to be repaired more often than
necessary, costing everyone a lot of money. We currently contract with Ace Solid Waste, who has been a
responsible hauler. However, my neighbor has changed 2 or 3 times due to some not so responsible.
If you have monitored the Neighborhood website, you have likely read a few of the concerns. However, Gary
and I agree we need to let the city come up with a unified hauler or haulers if some are assigned to specific
areas of the city. As usual there are those who do not trust the city to get us the best deal possible. However,
there comes a time when we simply have to trust that the city is indeed looking out for our interests and will
work on our behalf. Some areas of concern include:
* Different sized containers available at costs appropriate to the size of the container.
* A reasonable fee based on the area of the city/population being served. (# of homes, apartments, etc.)
* The city to consider bids based on flexibility, meaning size of cans.
* Perhaps consider going back out for bids every 5 years. Whatever is reasonable to keep everyone on top of
their game. Everyone should know this contract isn't a given for eternity. Perhaps base contract renewal on
complaints received at City Hall by the public. Just throwing that out.
* Problems that come up and can't be solved with the hauler directly will be called in to the city, with residents
expecting the city's intervention.
* Contracts should include language addressing: Either party's ability to end a contract if there are disputes
that cannot receive a resolution upon reasonable review by the city. Not sure how that will work, but there
are some haulers out there who are terrible, but they might come in with a low bid. How is that monitored?
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We have used Ace Solid Waste for several years. I have encouraged them to submit a bid that is reasonable
with variables addressing various needs for our residents. As I mentioned, my neighbor signed with a cheaper
hauler, but the service was terrible and unreliable. I don't know how all this will work, but I know we residents
have to trust our city to work this out in our best interests. We simply can't continue to have 5-6 haulers
traveling our city streets on one garbage day.
Due to the fact I am unable to make the community open house that is scheduled for January 23, I am writing
to provide feedback regarding to the Organized Garbage Hauling here in the City of Anoka. When this topic
came up a few years ago for discussion I was not in support of an organized garbage hauling system here in the
City of Anoka. I felt as homeowner I have the right to decide whom I am contracting service with; however,
since that time I have a completely different view on organized garbage hauling and now I am in favor and
support the City of Anoka moving towards this. The reasons being:
1. Too much wear and tear on our roads: Almost 5 years ago our block was part of the restoration/new road
construction (900 Block of Cross Street). Having to have an assessment on my property to help pay for this
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project I worry about the beating our street is currently taking every week with the numerous garbage trucks
coming down our street on Tuesdays. At a glance we have seven garbage services being used by my fellow
neighbors: Ace, Curbside, Walters, LePage & Sons, Randy’s and Republic Services. When in effect, adding in the
service providers yard waste service this can jump from seven providers now to a dozen traveling down one
city block providing a service.
2. Having seven garbage services driving up and down the street from 7am to 7pm becomes a nuisance during
the months when windows and doors are open. Having one provider come and service our block and being
done for the day provides the rest of our day with typical neighborhood noises.
3. I have seen firsthand where neighbors don’t either have garbage service and/or haven’t paid their bill and
garbage is being stacked outside the garage/home. Not only does this become an eyesore for the neighbors
(blight) it also attracts rodents and other critters. I have known where a neighbor did not have garbage service
and buried their garbage in the backyard and sold their home. The new owners start doing landscaping and
now discovering “garbage” in their soil/yard having them to now clean up this mess. Having garbage services
part of the monthly Anoka Municipal Utilities bill all residents are ensured having a garbage service.
4. Having an organized garbage service, I would hope the City of Anoka would obtain the best service, locally
owned and we get a fair and reasonable rate. I would ask that the contract be rebidded every 36-60 months to
make sure this is happening.
5. Side note: I have been a LePage & Son customer since they started back in 2008/09. I choose this provider
due to the fact they are family owned, local and that I can purchase a pink canister to support breast cancer
and that $30 donation is going back into our community to help someone with breast cancer who needs help
paying a utility bill. Depending on the service provide the City goes with, I would like to see that provider doing
a color canister to represent a cause where residents can show their support and give a donation to those in
our own community. That cause could be changing each year and it’s determined by the City Council and/or
AMU whom that the non-profit agency is (Hope for Youth, ABC Food Bank, Alexander House, Friends of Healing
Vets, Granny’s Closet, Stepping Stone, etc.…)
Hi All, I'm writing in response to the notification from HaulersForChoice.com.
I just want you to know that I completely support the idea of a single hauler for Anoka from 4 perspectives:
1) Environmental - we do not need so many trucks polluting our air
2) Cost, I trust you will be able to negotiate a sweet deal through the RFP process proposed.
3) Roads!!!! We are spending millions on road repair in Anoka. I can only imagine that our roadways will be
healthier
4) Garbage pick-up is garbage pick-up. Who cares who does it!!!
I encourage all of you to disregard whatever wave of influence the HalulersForChoice group musters up. It's a
self-serving attempt to make our residents feel cheated by "big government". That's a load that they can all
haul together :) Thank you!
One company system – preferably ACE. They have been reliable, always answer questions. Even though they
relocated their drivers and staff, are still local and invest in the community. They offer senior rates!! NO
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CURBSIDE!! My experience has been very negative with person being rude trying to make me feel stupid for
my decisions; daughter’s home even though she said no thank you they dropped off bins and started charging.
Took 1 month to clear up – did not return calls and were rude to her also.
We would both prefer a single hauler system.
- Safety: one of the great things about Anoka is being able to walk everywhere (my husband bikes). It
gets tricky in no sidewalk areas to avoid traffic. I walk my grandkids and several neighbors’ kids to
Lincoln and dodging trucks isn’t fun.
- Streets: Our street was redone a few years ago and having such heavy traffic on it seems
counterintuitive to keeping the streets up.
- Environment: I do some work for MN Pollution Control, Great River Energy, Greening and other
agencies. I feel we need to keep our environment healthy for generations to come. We need the long
view.
We attended and spoke at the January 23rd open house. Our recommendation: Go with “organized garbage
collection”, but keep the haulers responsible for billing and complaints. Enable neighbors to band together,
using, say, a single container instead of three small ones. The hauler could deal with the consolidation better
than the city (the hauler would only send one bill. The neighbors would figure out how to split it). Related to
this, it is important that garbage pickup, recycling pickup, and yard waste pickup be completed decoupled, so
that neighbors could have joint/shared garbage pickup, but separate recycling pickup, likewise, the city should
not require a yard waste client to also be a garbage pickup client, since that would interfere with sharing.
These requirements are best met by having the billing and customer relations handled by the haulers.
I believe that the city should trim down the amount of collectors to 2-3 carriers. As a resident of 35 years, it
has never been worse than it is today for the amount of traffic on collection day. I have counted at least 8
collection companies passing by my neighborhood. Some of them appear to be going faster than the posted
speed limit as they pass by house that are not on their route. This causes a safety concern for children walking
to bus stops and local resident car traffic, but damage to our city street from all the heavy garbage trucks
traffic. The road in front of my driveway has chips and holes from this traffic caused by the heavy garbage
trucks. I know it is not caused by cars because these holds and chips are at the edge of my driveway where
these trucks pass and stop for collection. This also causes expense for the city to repair the streets. The city of
Anoka should limit the amount to 2-3 carriers at max. This can be done by putting out to bid to all carriers and
awarding the cheapest and most reliable carriers.
We line on a cul-de-sac and on Mondays 6 garbage trucks come down the street, try to turn around and tear
up the blacktop which causes the city to have to repair the street at least twice a year with our tax dollars.
Although school bus traffic does the same, it is necessary for child safety. Trash haulers are not. I like the free
choice too, but I also like to save $$. I am one household with no negotiating clout. The city with thousands of
households has economy of scale and should be able to get a contract that saves all Anoka residents significant
dollars.
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Thank you for committing time to this important issue. We would like the City of Anoka Council to choose to
implement organized solid waste collection. Our residential roads are torn up by the heavy traffic, along with
the entire daylong noise and traffic of the trucks. We hope the City of Anoka Council votes to implement
organized solid waste collection. Thank you.
Eric, I fully support getting one hauler for the city. It's about time! The trucks cause so much damage to our
streets. Thank you for your good work!
I would very strongly support organized hauling for the following reasons:
1. Having 1 heavy vehicle on my street will maintain the integrity of the street.
2. We will cut down on air and noise pollution.
My concerns/questions:
1. Will the price of my garbage hauling be the same no matter who my hauler is?
2. Will I be able to opt out while out of state during some winter months?
3. I am very happy with the service I have now. Because I will have no choice of my hauler, who will I contact
with concerns, if I have any?
I would gladly support any decrease in garbage truck traffic, even if it involves increased costs. I think less
pollution (visual, noise, particle) is off utmost importance. Make city streets livable = organized solid waste
collection. Not to mention increased costs of street maintenance without organized collection.
Hello all: I find it unbelievable that some lobbying group wants to make the selection of trash hauling services a
civil right, that ‘big government’ is running roughshod over us again. NO— I am tired of three…four…five…six
trucks roaring through my neighborhood every Thursday. You are our representatives— make a sound,
informed decision, select a competitive service, and let’s be done with it.
ONE truck in the neighborhood on Thursdays. GO for it! Yes!! Thank you very much.
I am in favor of organized solid waste collection. We just got new streets and I can see the damage the big
trucks are doing. Also, I see it as a big waste when these trucks drive down our street to pick up a single can.
Good Morning All, As you are likely aware, Anoka residents recently received a mailer advocating against single
hauler trash collection, and advising residents to speak out at tonight’s city council meeting. In my individual
situation, the mailer backfired, because I have the opposite belief, and would have shown up tonight to speak
vehemently IN FAVOR of a single hauler system. I have perused their website (www.haulersforchoice.com),
and found it to be, in some respects, very misleading. They attempt to blame road construction methods for
street deterioration, and not heavy loads. However, anyone with even the most basic knowledge of road
construction (and usage) knows that heavy loads DO contribute to the deterioration of roadways regardless of
construction method. If they don’t contribute, then why all over Anoka, Minnesota, and the entire US, do load
restrictions exist on so many roads, both permanent and seasonal restrictions. And Anoka’s city streets are
already embarrassingly bad enough – (hint, hint.) The website also attempts to assert that since “most”
garbage trucks burn natural gas, they don’t pollute. Perhaps they pollute less, but pollution is still pollution.
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And natural gas is still a fossil fuel. There is also a debate about pricing rates. I believe that a single hauler
system would logically result in lower rates, due to the efficiency of not having more trucks, with more drivers,
driving more miles. However, I don’t care about the rate. It’s not like my family has extra money to throw
around, but any slight increase (if that even happened) is offset by doing the right thing – which single hauler
is. Sorry I can’t be there.
One hauler - save the roads, cut down on noise pollution and air pollution.

Yes, save our streets. Do it.

I'm not against Organized Solid Waste Collection, but I would like whichever collector chosen to have an option
to add yard waste collection for those of us that currently pay to have that convenience. I have this currently
and would appreciate this in the future. I use my yard waste collection on a weekly basis in the spring, summer,
and fall and it would a hassle to have to drive my yard waste out to Bunker Hills every week when I can just pay
to have it hauled away. Like me, not everyone drives a truck or owns a trailer. Also, I think it's just asking for
people to mow less and do less yard work so they have to make fewer trips to the composting site.
I support organized solid waste collection which will reduce the impact on our already crumbling pavement
and should reduce the amount of traffic. Hopefully we should get a better rate by committing to fewer
vendors.
I support organized solid waste collection. Our roads are in rough shape due to the numerous waste haulers.
Reducing the number of haulers will reduce road maintenance costs and pollution. Fewer trucks will also make
our roads safer for pedestrians.
Yes.

I am in favor of implementing organized solid waste collection due to lessening environmental impact. I also
love the idea of fewer trucks on the streets/alleys. If this were implemented, would residents lose the option of
yard waste pickup? Our household utilizes this service through Ace, and we would hate to lose it, since we do
not have a vehicle that makes transporting yard waste easy. We would also be interested in curbside compost
pickup if that is ever considered.
Yes, I support this. There are too many trucks ruining our new streets.

I think it's a terrific idea to decrease heavy loads on streets. Also decreases traffic noise. Fewer trucks equals
less noise and wear and tear on roads. As long as the city takes bids and works to keep prices as low as
possible, I really don't understand the opposition.
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Yes, but I'm worried if we have an issue the selected hauler, who/how will it get resolved if there are no other
options. I've had the same hauler for 30 years and love them but am tired of 10 garbage trucks rumbling down
the road in front of my house every collection day.
I am all for having organized waste collection. There is no need to have so many trucks on the street. It is very
hard on the streets and unnecessary pollution.
I’d be ok with it if you make sure the price is reasonable and won’t jack up every few months. It would be nice
to maybe have 1-3 different companies spread out over city so not just one company gets all the business. That
way if one company decided to try and raise price, you could bargain by saying we’ve got another company to
take over if needed. I will say that Curbside wouldn’t be a company to pick cause they’re crappy service. I will
also say that it’s not just the garbage trucks that wear on streets. What about all the semi traffic to Alter or the
trucks bringing junk cars that drive through the neighborhood directly north or south of tracks to get from
Thurston to St Francis Blvd, they should have the main roads only they can take and that would help too.
Yes, Anoka city council should go forward with single hauler pickup. The environmental impact and lower wear
and tear in the roads outweigh any potential negatives.
Originally I was opposed to organized waste but through the years I have seen the number of trucks on my
road. Since I live on a dead end it can be hard for them to turn around. While I like my waste hauler LePage, I
think it is time for organized waste hauling. I think since the last time I was asked about this, 2 more haulers
have serviced my area. The part I don't like is that Republic and Ace are national companies. I would like to
stay local.
Yes...without a doubt. Problems with the existing system is: Too many trucks in the neighborhood and on
multiple days of the week. They damage our streets. They are noisy. The only questionable issue is the cost.
Currently, to get people to sign up, a hauler will lock us in to a ridiculously low price for perhaps two years.
What people forget is that price will continue to increase until it gets to their normal fee. My hauler, Ace Solid
Waste, tells me that normal rate is about $30 in order for them to make any money. Many residents happily
jump around from hauler to hauler to get that low-ball starter rate. That’s where I predict problems and
complaints from residents. Not all haulers are equal in service. Please consider all aspects. Good luck.
Yes as long as the service is up for bids at regular intervals so the agency remains accountable to the people.

I absolutely think that is should be taken into serious consideration. The number of garbage/solid waste
haulers that pass on our streets weekly (although most all on Monday) is absolutely astounding. In all the
places I've lived and traveled to, I've never seen anything like this before. I am not sure how evident this is to
people who live elsewhere in Anoka, but Jefferson Street (between 2nd and 3rd) is a great place to witness the
parade of trucks every Monday. My question, even before it was brought up by the City Council, was how this
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was impacting the roads. Seeing the multiple trucks pass by, some of which multiple times a day, it's not
difficult to see how.
Yes, organized solid waste collection would be a great thing. Living on Hwy. 47, we get every garbage company
going by many times on garbage day. The house often shakes as they zoom by and the noise pollution outside
in the summer is awful. Some companies are careless and don’t pick up what they spill, which seems to end up
in the ditch in front of my house. I would also want to keep my option for yard waste. My wife and I grew up
in Anoka, love Anoka and would like to see organized waste collection.
Anoka should choose to implement an organized solid waste collection IF the city is able to negotiate a fair
price for the residents and have that price locked in for a period of time. After said time period the city should
reserve the right to either renegotiate with current company or with a new company. On our street we have
5 different garbage trucks every Tuesday. This is absolutely ridiculous. I’m all for choice but the noise pollution
and traffic just to collect garbage!?! I love my little town, I love my little street and I love my neighbors.
Anoka can do better, and I believe implementing this new system is a step in the right direction.
Yes. The negotiated rate should be much lower than the average paid with current multiple hauler system. If
not it is not worth a change.
I am fine with the city implementing organized waste collection. As long as the costs are comparable or better
to what I'm paying now. I am willing to pay a little more, but not a lot more. If it's less big heavy trucks on the
city streets to prevent less street damage, that would be great!
Yes, I support single hauler.

I am in favor for two reasons---reducing the traffic on our busy street and reducing the carbon emissions by the
large trucks. I do not feel this will monopolize and raise the prices. I feel that the prices are already too high,
and as a city Anoka can keep a better eye on their practices.
It makes more sense to have only one company driving on our streets weekly instead of multiple different
companies. It chops our roads up by too much big garbage trucks using them. I am also tired of the constant
increase in our bill from Curbside. Hopefully the yard waste will be lowered a bit too. Paying close to $100 for
the season is too much, they stop taking the container after the middle of November and my tree finally drops
the rest of its leaves after that point.
I don't hate the idea at all. I used to live in a small town west of Minneapolis and we just had one company.
My only concerns would be which company was chosen, cost of course if it goes up I won't love that but
understand that cost is way less than replacing our streets. And the other would be yard waste. I use ACE right
now, I have since 2012, and they're great. Between April and the end of November I believe it is, you can leave
yard waste in the bin or in paper bags and they'll haul that away. I see people are up in arms over their right to
choose haulers but where I live there are so many trucks.
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I believe there is no compelling reason to go to a single carrier arrangement. I believe that it will ultimately
increase cost for consumers and potentially lower service quality. It will also cost more taxpayer money – just
in oversight and administrative cost. Thank you for your consideration on this topic.
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Good morning, as a consumer each of us has a right to pick our vendors, phone service, lawn service, and yes
even or waste hauler. We have the right to let vendors vie for our business, make competitive offers, and
choose the service that's best for us. As a government we do not allow conglomerates when that would
severely diminish the market for consumers and therefore create a vacuum on services and competitive
pricing. Can you guarantee that another vendor would not offer a better service at a better price to win my
business? NO
Can you guarantee the service you select best fits my household? NO
Can you negotiate for the services I want for my specific needs when you don't know my needs? NO
These are just a few reasons that the city of Anoka should not make this decision for everyone. I am an
individual with unique needs and situations. I alone am qualified to determine the best service for MY needs
and financial situation. I have a RIGHT to negotiate and review MY options, not you. VENDORS have a right to
vie for my business and negotiate pricing and contracts. Stop trying to take this right away.
7 years is a long time to wait to fix errors in the initial contract. What about people who can’t put their cans at
the curb? Currently the driver gets the can, empties it and puts it back. What about overflow? Families have
an excess of trash at the holidays. Now they put it in a bag and set it beside the can. Will that continue?
PUTTING YOU MAYOR PHIL RICE AND YOU ERIK SKOGQUIST (and any of the rest of you) ON NOTICE that if you
try to remove our right to choose which garbage company we have your move toward socialism WILL BE THE
END OF YOUR POLITICAL CAREER IN ANOKA!!! I have BLIND CARBON COPIED EVERYONE I know in Anoka on
this!
Hello, I am writing to express my concerns about your proposal to move to a government managed waste plan.
This goes against the free market system that has made this country great. Haven’t we all learned from the
past that monopolies are not in the best interest of the people? I, and I’m sure most Anoka residents hope you
reconsider this. This would be detrimental to the finances of many of our city’s residents. Thank you.
I lived in Blaine before Anoka and had organized waste there. The service was subpar and it’s more expensive
than what I pay in Anoka. Government should stay out of private sector! Don’t overfill your cart or you get a
letter. Nothing extra will be taken under any circumstance. The service goes to crap!
Councilmember Wesp, As a citizen of Anoka, I want to express my concerns that the City of Anoka is
considering moving away from a free market waste hauling system to a government managed “organized
collection” system. I don’t like being “forced” to switch from my current hauler. Our current hauler has been
serving the City of Anoka for over 60 years. Please, back off and let the citizens of Anoka choose their waste
haulers.
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Councilmember Skogquist, Just a note letting you know I’d rather be able to pick who I want as a garbage
hauler rather than having the city of Anoka dictate that matter. Thank you.
Erik, I would have listed you as the last member of the council to advocate for a single-hauler system. The last
time this was publicly discussed the opposition to the proposal was so overwhelmingly negative that I thought
it would 10 years before it would even be thought of again. Please reconsider your support of the proposal and
vote against it.
Councilman Wesp, I hope this is only one of thousands of messages you receive to urge you opposition to a
single hauler system in Anoka. Since the implementation of the current zone permit system for haulers, my
previous hauler has become disrespectful and unreasonable. I changed because of that and got a better price.
The last time this was considered it appeared the public was hugely opposed to a single hauler system. The
argument that the city has eight haulers destroying the streets is also incorrect. While there may be eight
haulers, there are not eight haulers in any one zone. The permitting fees do not allow it, and it also prevents
haulers from entering a new zone; they simply cannot afford to enter a zone without a significant number of
customers. Please vote down single hauler collection. Thanks.
The concern I have is with a monopoly there will be no competitive pricing which will hurt the consumer and
the trash hauling businesses. We will be forced to pay for services even if we don’t use them. I don’t believe
the garbage trucks that are on our street once a week really have that much effect on hurting the roads when
school buses, which probably weight more, are on the street 5 days a week, twice a day. There are comments
on the internet from people who have organized solid waste collection in different cities that have many
complaints. The rates for one city went down the first year, and then sky-rocketed the year after and citizen
have no recourse. I think it should be kept competitive to keep prices down and quality up.
Once again we have big government at work in the little town of Anoka. As we stated back in 2015, the people
said NO to this proposal. Weren’t you listening to the people or don’t you care about the people? What does
the city get out of having a single garbage company? Instead of forcing this upon the people why not look into
a means of dealing with the garbage after it is picked up. What happened to “DEMOCRACY IN ANOKA?”
Anoka reminds me of the impeachment proceedings now going on. Kind of like do it my way or the highway.
To finish, let the system continue as is. Like I asked earlier WHAT IS IN IT FOR THE CITY/let’s extend these
meetings for at least 6 months so people that are away for the winter have a chance to attend, or is this your
plan to push it forward before all residents that care may attend?
No, I don’t want organized waste collection.

Dear council members, Freeburg, Skogquist & Wesp, I am writing in regards to the possibility of the
implementation of the, government-managed waste hauling! We do not want to give up our right to choose
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which hauler we want! We do not want to be forced to change to a new service hauler! WE WISH TO KEEP OUR
CURRENT SERVICE! We trust you will do the right thing!
Please choose Republic as the hauler as their rates to me in current program are the least expensive. I don’t
want to see my payments increase per month just because the city chooses a hauler with a higher rate. I
would not be in favor of a one hauler/city choice decision if it doesn’t equal or present a cheaper rate to me.
Why should I give up the advantage of personal choice in this case.
Please vote against one trash hauler for all of Anoka. It decreases competition while creating more government
control and over programs. I believe that if the city of Anoka assigns trash haulers to a specific area it will
reduce the livelihoods of the current trash haulers. I feel that the items below would be far more beneficial for
our community. Please focus on update the children’s park near the river.
The park near the aquatic center could use an area for smaller children to play at.
Anoka also need reliable coop and a community center. I believe that these items would encourage more
young people with families to move to Anoka. Another idea I have is to work to ban the use of styrofoam and
single use plastic in the city of Anoka. Again please vote against the switch to one trash hauler for Anoka.
Thank you, mother of three and Anoka resident.
Get spending under control both locally and in the state and you won't have to worry about funds for
maintaining the roads. When government is in control of picking winners and losers we ALL lose. This is just
another avenue for corruption that needs to stop before it starts. Limit our freedoms and many of us will work
to vote you out on the next election.
I believe that organized solid waste is not a good idea for city residents. By letting people have a choice, you
do not get a monopoly of services and higher prices to do the same service. By taking the choice from the
residents’ hands, the price will get out of hand and negotiating with haulers to get the better deal is out the
door. This is a bad idea. Please continue to let residents have a choice. Does this proposed policy change
mean the City Council does not want to choose their own personal hauler for themselves? In my opinion open
collection system is by far the better choice. A few more trucks in the neighborhood isn’t going to have that
much adverse effect on the roads. I do see the maintenance side of it also. I worked in the public works for
over twenty years but believe that is a minor effect to the maintenance of the roads. Let the residents have
their choice! Thanks for taking the time to read this!
Dear Councilmember Wesp, I am writing to request that you vote to retain the current garbage hauling options
for Anoka homeowners. My husband and I are not in favor of going to one carrier and losing the right to
choose who carries our garbage.
Hello, as a resident of the City of Anoka I want to express my support for our current structure of waste
management. I appreciate having the ability to choose my waste hauler. Having more free-market is one of the
things I value about Anoka.
As a form of introduction my wife & I moved to Anoka from LeMars, Iowa in the summer of 2018 after she
retired. Half of our children and all of our grandchildren are in the metro area nearby so Anoka is an attractive
and good fit for us to reside in. I continue to work in semi-retirement. We appreciate your service to the
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community and completely and possibly unique understanding of the work you do for our benefit as I spent 5
years on the Planning and Zoning Commission followed by 9 years as a city councilman in LeMars. In regards to
the consideration of a single provider for solid waste disposal I write to tell you that from our perspective the
current system is working well. We use ACE for regular garbage and they are dependable and reasonable in
pricing. The ability to shop for service and for the haulers to work in a competitive market, I believe ultimately
helps the consumers / citizens. As it appears to us the only downside currently is that the truck traffic on
pickup days is annoying from the noise levels produced and the timing of the routes by the different carriers.
We are not in town to attend the upcoming council meeting next week and we had other commitments when
the open meeting was held at the golf course.
Questions we would have include the following:
1. Are we billed by the carrier or by the city as part of our monthly billing for other services?
2. How often are rates reviewed?
3. Will the contract protect the city and consumer taxpayers in regards to quality of service?
4. Would the city or contractor handle the complaints in a timely manner?
5. How often would service quality be reviewed and what recourse will we as a city/taxpayer/consumer have if
the contractor does not live up to what is required from city/taxpayers/consumer?
6. Is it anticipated that rates will increase, decrease or remain steady as a result of this proposed change? I
understand that until a bid is awarded the rates are unknown.
7. Will recycle materials continue to be handled by the current hauler or will that change in a new system to be
the same hauler as other solid waste materials should Republic not receive the contract?

21 John Hall
1927 Branch Ave
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Our fear of the discussed changes is that they would result in the lack of choice to the consumer as to pricing
and level and quality of service. I know that city government works very slow and should we contract a sole
carrier that is not living up to expectations it can possibly both time consuming and costly to replace them.
Conversely if that happens in the current system a consumer can hire and fire easily. If there are currently
complaints on some of the carriers it may be resolved simply by revoking their license to provide service within
the city of Anoka. Thank you for taking time to review and consider these comments and questions. We look
forward to learning more about the discussion and decision.
In consideration of City of Anoka moving away from the current free market residential waste hauling system
in favor of a city managed system, I have some concerns I have taken the time to go back and read all that has
taken place on this matter so far regarding what is available on the internet on all of public meetings and
statements that are as of record to date.
I also read all of the report that was referenced stating: “1 (Refuse) Truck = 1,279 passenger cars”. This is not
a very current report and based on mostly assumptions. The most conspicuous is refuse trucks are based at
FULL axel weight at all times. Doesn’t include speeds, stopping, acceleration, etc. and otter effects that matter.
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I am a retired Fleet Manager /Equipment Services Manager for the City of Saint Paul. I have studied the effects
of road damage by axel load at MN DOT and through the University of Minnesota as this was one of my
responsibilities. Also I have been responsible for inserting many vehicle and equipment refuse systems/styles
within our department as well as the replacement and disposal of many individual refuse trucks and or
equipment. And, yes I also had a legal and moral responsibility to help protect the City County and State roads
with respecting legal axel weights and loads that our truck operated on. Our City trucks were weighed on legal
scale every day without fail and had on board scales on them. Your argument, so far, has been too weak to
replace what is working well without providing real and comprehensive facts to date. A small handful of
seems-to-me statements may be convincing some people if you rant enough (Chicken Little) but that’s not
doing YOUR jobs. This Needs a hard look.
Raise your hand if you actually did read the MN DOT report “Assessing the Effects of Heavy Vehicle on Local
Roadways”. I’m betting not many in position of responsibility have read the entire study or any/many counter
studies not to mention studies that will reinforce the right decision.
I do not much mind which way the City wants to go on this topic (saving money is good). I just hate it when
government sends a quarter to chasing a dime thinking there coming out to the good. The environment
(temperature swings i.e. 20 below than 90 above) that raises hell with your pavement much more than heavy
axels. Expansion - contraction.
I’ve changed carriers more than once because of poor service, so my opinion about organized solid waste
collection is a strong NO Thanks. My collectors have been unresponsive enough without adding a layer of
municipal bureaucracy.
Good Morning- I received a letter in the mail yesterday from my chosen Waste Hauler, informing me that
Anoka is considering a government managed waste plan. I’m curious as to why the city feels it’s ok to take
away our right to choose which provider we use? If this plan were to go through you would get to decide our
rates and provider. I don’t feel that’s fair. You already choose our recycling service and they are awful!!
Residents should have the option of more than 1 provider, and be able to choose the provider that suits them.
By choosing our own provider we are able to negotiate better rates for ourselves. If we are unhappy with our
services we can choose a different provider, unlike the recycling that you handle. I have to call regularly to
have my recycling picked up as they always “miss” collecting from my home. I don’t want the same issue with
my garbage.
Although my street is in terrible shape, I don't believe the cause is solely the Waste collection trucks. I watch
city trucks, tree trimmers with trailers, buses (school and public, delivery trucks (Amazon, FedEx, alcohol and
food for the local bars and restaurants), ambulances, fire trucks, and various other vehicles cruise up and down
my street all day and all night. To decide that waste pick up is the one element that will save our streets seems
a bit ridiculous. I think the amount of effort that would go into this process at the expense of Anoka's residents
would not result in any change in our street condition. I also don't want someone else deciding which
company suits my needs best. They may not even live in Anoka so why would they take the time to research
what is best for me based on customer service and cost. Has anyone actually researched true numbers of
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heavy vehicles that travel our streets and calculated what percent of those are Waste collection trucks to
determine if they are the primary culprit? Has anyone looked at how the old streets are constructed to see if
that's an issue? 5th avenue by St. Stephens is more patch than original asphalt. Of course it won't hold up as
well. That holds true for Harrison as well. Maybe the real problem is fixing the streets with a better product
that can withstand the traffic that is required to keep our city running smoothly.
Hello All. My question(s): What good will come from YOU deciding who I can, or cannot use to collect my
trash/recyclables? I’ve had issues with most garbage hauling services and prefer to be able to hire/fire the
service provider. Eliminating all competition doesn’t seem the way to go. I would love to attend the meeting
tonight, but am ill, so I won’t be able to be there. What is your motivation for changing the current system?
Thank you
This email is to respond to the potential move to a government-managed “organized collection” system. The
current system works!!! And we would like to keep the right to choose our hauler!!!!
I would rather keep trash hauling the way it is now. Individual choice. Open market. Not a single trash hauler
for the city of Anoka. If a resolution is passed by the city council for a single trash hauler, it needs to be voted
on by public referendum. Thank you.
I can't attend the council meeting February 3, 2020. But I want my voice heard. I want to choose who picks up
my trash.
Free market is the American way and this garbage service to Anoka residents is another example of that. We
like the service we are getting from Ace Waste and want to continue our contract with them. The city of Anoka
would be taking away freedom of choice to satisfied customers. We chose Ace over the city haulers years ago
because of cost and service and remain satisfied. I don't think the city council can possibly speak for Anoka
citizens on this matter and it should be voted on to get a true representation or put it up on a special
referendum. Without competition, I can see prices soaring!
I just found out that the city wants to force us all to contract our trash service through the same carrier. I am
not ok with that! If I could be at the meeting this evening I would so I could personally object to this misguided
direction. Champlin does what you are proposing and I’ve yet to meet a resident that doesn't hate it. Prices are
higher with poorer quality service. I find it ironic that I have to put up with storm chasers and window
salesmen banging on my door yet when I call the city to complain they rudely tell me free enterprise. So You
allow sleazy salesmen to walk out streets with the blessing of the city but my right to choose who I do business
with is taken away. What happened to free enterprise? A lot of people will be very angry to have this shoved
down their throats.
Dear Council Member Skogquist, It has been brought to my attention that the City is currently reviewing an
option to organize the trash hauling service into a city managed system. Philosophically, I am opposed to a
government run plan but also practically as well. In the past year, I was dissatisfied with my waste hauling
service because of billing issues. I was unable to even get a phone call answered after many attempts. My
solution was to change to a different waste hauler. I was able to get a reduction in price, less frequent billing,
better service and since I gave the hauler my neighbor as a referral, I received an additional discount. It goes
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without saying that opportunity wouldn't exist with a single city managed hauler. Thus my opposition to the
plan. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.
We are happy with our trash hauler and we DO NOT want the City of Anoka to choose our trash hauler for us.
That is just one more step toward socialism, which is not a good thing! Concerned Anoka Residents
Dear Sirs and Ms. on the City Council:
Please do not take away our right to choose our sanitation waste hauler provider.
Ace Solid Waste is fine! If you call them, they also provide a special service of pick-up of furniture that no one
else will, besides waste. They have provided service to Anoka for 60 years. I DON'T WANT TO SWITCH
HAULERS. Please consider the citizens of Anoka. Thank you.
Lived in Anoka County all my life, with the last 15 years in the city of Anoka. I like having a choice to be able to
pick my hauler. I believe a market economy is best for consumers, because sellers want the highest price and
buyers want the best value for their money. I’ve twice been able to get a better pricing and service from my
present hauler. I’ve listened to the group discussion at Greenhaven in January, the council meeting in February
and read the transcript of the meeting on 10/28/2019. All the concerns of this issue were valid and I
appreciate the cities transparency on most of the issues. There are two things that really concern me. First:
the initial 7 year contract that the state mandates on the city for the hauler you choose. That’s too long for
government managed single collection system. Second: Having to take any issues or concerns with that hauler
to the city government. I feel there is enough bureaucracy in government. The city needs to take a long hard
look and do its homework on this matter. Work with all parties involved and look out for the interests of its
constituents. It could be a long tedious task but that is why we voted you to the council. I could easily see this
going to a vote on the ballot. Good luck to all.
My husband and I attended your 2/3/2020 7 p.m. City Hall meeting on waste collection. Our opinion is we
want the right to choose our resident hauler. Also, to give residents of Anoka a vote on this issue. Thank you.
No, it will likely cost each customer more money. Competition is keeping our prices down and our levels of
service up. The City is talking about $17+/a month as seen in Maple Grove, North Haverbook, Ogdenville- when
we can negotiate our own pricing, which I've seen as low as $12/month for a large can, $9/month for the small
can. Quality of service will decline without the threat of a competitor coming in and winning over formerly
neglected clients. Without the loss of income risk the hauler will become complacent and, ultimately, mildly
hostile at any inconvenience to their anticipated schedule. I think it's an absurd notion to think keeping five
trucks, once a week, off our streets will result in an extended road life. We have a brutal freeze/thaw cycle, we
have brutal winters that require salt, sand, and massive plows. The roads will need replacing no matter what.
We should look at the type of damage our asphalt has: I don't feel much 'corrugating and shoving'or 'slippage
cracking', but a lot of 'block cracking', 'potholes', and 'longitudinal cracking'- which speaks more to construction
shortcomings than resulting from traffic elements.
Taking over the garbage hauling by the city does not strike me as a good idea.
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Please reconsider please make your case. Thank you for your time and assistance
Well, here we go again. The City Council would like to establish a single-hauler system for garbage service. I’m
tempted to go into my long-held theory about how people who run for office, at any level, campaign as
representatives and wake up the morning after Election Day only to discover that they were really meant to be
leaders because they know best how things should be done. But I won’t do that, I’ll just say that many of us
would rather keep the transaction between us and the garbage companies. I’m at 1007 Washington Street
which is a dead end. A few years ago one of the residents talked with everyone on the block and then
negotiated with Ace for a reasonable price. I thought it was a win-win thing. We still have different haulers for
yard waste and recycling and that would be true with a designated hauler as well. So I don’t think going to
single hauler would really achieve the intended results.
We have lived in Anoka for the past 20 years. We are against government deciding who will be picking up our
garbage, this is our right to choose our hauler.
How does Anoka's franchise fee compare with those of Andover, Coon Rapids and Ramsey? My suggestion
would be to increase them to a level where the garbage haulers are paying something closer to their fair share
of road maintenance costs? If the fees are set high enough, the haulers with the fewest customers would have
an incentive to withdraw from the Anoka market. We end up with fewer trucks but no one's "rights" have been
violated.
Dear Mayor Rice and Council Members, I am writing to express my support in maintaining the right to choose
my waste disposal provider. As I'm sure you are aware, putting this in the hands of government will eliminate
competition and the freedom to compare pricing and quality of service. I will be stuck paying whatever price
that company sets. I recently had to change providers because I wanted a yard waste cart, but was told that
they do not offer that option for my street. If not for the ability to choose another provider, I would still have
that issue. Putting the City in charge of the system does not benefit anyone. Please keep the free market
system. Thank you.
I am not in favor of a single carrier solid waste collection. This should be a free market system by allowing me
to choose. I believe there are other ways to lessen the damage to our streets. I also believe Anoka waited too
long to begin repaving streets.
Council Members and Mayor, my wife and I have been citizens of Anoka for 75 years and have followed the
questionable actions of the politicians for most of that time. We understand there is going to be a vote to have
a single trash hauler for the people of Anoka, hereby removing any chance of competition for costs. We
request that you decide to NOT vote for the single hauler. With the high cost of city of Anoka utilities already,
and being retired and on a fixed income, it could cause us hardship if the hauler chosen ends up raising their
prices, like they always do, and we have no option to finder a cheaper one. If this does pass, be sure when
reelection comes around we will not be voting for the politicians who voted for the single hauler.
Dear: Mr. Erik Skogquist, I am emailing you to let you know that I want to keep my waste hauler. I do not think
or want Anoka County to take over and go to a government-managed collection waste hauling system. The
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waste haulers should be decided on a free-market system where the residences can choose the waste hauler
the resident wants. Thank you for listening to the residents of Anoka
Dear city council members, we are writing to let you know that we are aware of the changes you have
proposed to City of Anoka residents in re to having the right to choose who hauls our garbage. We moved here
30 years ago when you didn't have a choice in who hauled your garbage or how much you paid for the service.
We have used several different haulers over those 30 years & can tell you from experience that this is a huge
difference not only in price but also in service. When you take away our options, it also leaves no competition
& the rates go up. How are you making the decision in who to choose for service? Is it based on lowest prices &
best service for the community? Who makes that decision & what are you basing that decision on? Are you
getting input from the community on who they would like or are you choosing it based on some pressure from
a specific company? It seems to be that you have made this decision without input from community members
who are affected by your choice. Mayor Phil Rice was quoted as saying "It's not a question of whether you're
going to have a single hauler. It's just when..." and Erik Skogquist, "let's get the clock rolling... we've already
killed ten months". Where was this initiative put to the people of Anoka? We read the local newsletters and
have seen none of this information posted. This seems to be a "done deal" yet we've seen nothing about it. We
are not able to make it to the city council meeting on February 3 due to other commitments. But we would like
to have our voices heard-- having choice matters & we do NOT WANT to go back to when homeowners didn't
have a choice!
Hello, I am a long term resident of Anoka. I wish to inform you that I support keeping the current Free Market
waste hauling system in place. I certainly do not support the government managed system being proposed.
Thank you.
Dear Mr. Skogquist, government (federal / state / local) already controls (and taxes) our lives too much. Keep
the current garbage hauling system. Scrap the government controlled plan!
Mayor Phil Rice, I have been receiving information from my waste hauler and from an organization
representing the companies regarding organized collection of waste. It appears that members of the city
council are considering abandoning the present free market system to move back to organized collection. I
recently watched the video presentation and comments from a hearing at Greenhaven last week. (Somehow I
missed the public notice on that.) There were a number of good questions raised. You will notice that I said
“back to” organized collection. Yes, we have been in our Anoka home long enough (42 years) to remember
when Cushman dump scooters used to go up and down the driveways to pick up our trash and dump it into a
larger trash vehicle. At that time the City of Anoka sent one bill for water, sewer, electricity, AND waste service.
And if was nice. And I also note that on summer Mondays we have as many as 11 different trucks traveling up
and down our street collect trash, yard waste, and recycling. It would be nice if it were less.
That said, didn’t the city just (2015) adopt a policy that said that we weren’t going to change anything--that if
an existing city waste hauler was sold the new company wouldn’t automatically be allowed to contract with
Anoka companies? I saw that policy as a long term solution. What happened to that? I understand that street
maintenance and replacement costs are the driving force behind this proposal. Okay. We paid our assessment
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a dozen or so years ago. It was pricey, inconvenient, and dirty in that there was a satellite outhouse in our
picture window view and every piece of equipment and every load of material for our project were dumped in
front of our place. I don’t even want to THINK about dong that again. But my next thought falls into the “it
could be worse” category. My buddy in Coon Rapids has many different trucks entering his quiet cul de sac
street on multiple days of the week. Any weekday I drive down his street there are scattered trash/recycling
bins. Here in Anoka, each section of town sees the trucks on the same day. It’s working. So, cast my vote on the
“if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” side of the ballot. I don’t see a reason to change. And please note that I am not
including an “it’s my constitutional right to the garbage company of my choice” argument as I read in other
communities. That’s nonsense. I am happy with the local (Anoka, Ramsey, Andover, Elk River) neighbors who
provide my present service, Ace Solid Waste. Their employees live in our community. Their children go to our
schools. They attend our houses of worship. And they support the local economy. The present system works. I
don’t see a need to change it. Let’s not throw the baby out with the bath water.
I appreciate the City’s interests in protecting our investment in roads, and in public safety and environmental
responsibility. And I agree that having 6 different haulers running through neighborhoods is a problem.
However, I strongly opposed going to organized collection. My opposition is driven by my belief and
experience that competition drives customer service. We’ve had excellent service from ACE. But they’ve
known that if service slips, they could lose my business. In addition, the competitive market gives us the
opportunity to negotiated reasonable rates. With an organized collection system, I have no leverage on either
pricing or customer service. Moreover, I understand that organized collection would also result in having to
contract with the assigned garbage hauler to also handle yard waste. Again, with a monopoly on that service,
the hauler has no incentive to provide good service or a reasonable collection fee. Nor would I have the City’s
contracting power to keep them in check. Instead I’d have to accept their service at whatever rate they set, or
go without. It seems like the City is only considering the two extremes. Why not consider a hybrid system,
where the City allows two haulers to serve each neighborhood? That would cut the number of trucks for 6 to
2, while still affording the customer service and pricing benefits that competition ensures. I could support a
proposal like this that reduces the number of trucks, but still allows resident to have a choice. In sum, I
support a competitive hauling system, and am opposed to an organized monopoly.
The city already implemented organized collection, everyone must have a can and recycle. The city should not
choose who I do business with, forced collection vendor will not be competitive in the long haul. SEND THIS to
the people – if my neighbors out vote me - so be it.
The city of Anoka should not have organized solid waste. Residents should be allowed to choose who their
carrier is. Other cities that have implemented this, regret doing so. When there is no competition between
waste collection companies the cost can go up while the customer service and quality of work goes down.
No. Why take away our choice. If I am going to pay for it, I should decide who I want to pay
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53 Catherine Kammerer
3117 8th Ave
OPPOSED
54 Steve Bursaw
834 Charlotte Dr
OPPOSED
55 Monique Hopkins
3034 7th Ave
OPPOSED
56 Billy DeBoer
544 Taylor St
OPPOSED
57 Brian Boshea
257 Yoho Dr
OPPOSED
58 Kristen Thompson
853 Monroe St
OPPOSED
59 Deborah Morgan
3900 9th Ave
OPPOSED

60 Scott Pierce
520 Benton St
OPPOSED
61 Jeffrey Nelson
2827 Wingfield Ave
OPPOSED

It didn’t work for St Paul!! They ended up paying for services they didn’t even continue with. It’s not ok to
squeeze out the little guy and create a Monopoly. It should be my freedom to choose who I want to provide
me services. I fired my last garbage provider for providing poor service. Taking away competition takes away
good customer service. This is not for my local government decide for me.
My main concern is the city not negotiating the contract frequently enough to keep costs down. The city
should also contract out different sections of the city to different waste collectors. Except to Curbside. They
have been nothing but trouble from what I have heard.
No. At first it will be the city contracting out the business of their choosing to do the job, putting other
companies (mostly family owned) out of business. The company that does win the bid is doing it for a lower
price. Next, the city will justify buying a few trucks to do it themselves, and another company will be put out of
business. So no, I believe in small government and free market.
It should be left open to allow multiple companies to compete and keep prices down. What are we supposed
to do if the only option we have is terrible and more expensive?
I am against the one hauler garbage. I have a friends who use to live in California and their city did this. Well
since the garbage hauler was contracted through the city over time the fees went up and the service got
worse. This is a horrible idea. I vote against it!
I believe that it should be up to each homeowner to research and find out which company best fits them. The
prices will go up and keep going up if we only have that one choice. I moved to Anoka because I heard this city
is a great city to live in and they care about our needs as residents. This doesn’t seem like they care about us
anymore.
I am totally opposed to the City Council unilaterally picking who will be my waste collector. This eliminates
free market - and price comparisons between haulers of my choosing. However, I do realize that having so
many haulers (making one or two stops per street) is not good for the roads or the environment. I would not
have a problem if for sake of choice, possibly having companies bid for contracts - and possibly - having a
choice of one of three haulers - so that companies are not put out of business, along with having choices for
the consumer.
Please limit haulers...but don't eliminate my choice. Options keep the prices low.

I do NOT want to change to a single provider system. You lose all control over quality and price. I should be
able to pick all of my own services provided to me without government interference. I cannot find a single
study that shows an increase in road quality when going to one carrier. I have a few full size semis come down
my street weekly. I also have dozens of tow trucks and flat beds carrying two or three automobiles at a time
come down my street headed for Alter Recycling on a weekly basis. With these concerns in mind I have
concluded I do not wish to change to a single garbage provider.
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62 Diane Kellner
1856 5th Ave
OPPOSED
63 Arden Kirendall
2709 Wingfield Ave
OPPOSED
64 Charice Montour
1153 Kings Ln
OPPOSED
65 Kathy McGrane
1752 RiversPointe Pl.
OPPOSED

66 Matthew Nielsen
2512 Mill Ave
OPPOSED

67 Ann & Pat Keefe
925 Blackoaks Ln
OPPOSED
68 Nicole Wheatley
917 Adams St
OPPOSED
69 Jeff McGregor
927 Jefferson St
OPPOSED

70 Kelly Welcome
1845 State Ave
OPPOSED

I do not think a single carrier should be used. I think there should be 2 or even 3 carriers to choose from to
make sure the cost stays competitive and the service to the customer is great. Most single carrier programs
seem too high in price with mediocre service.
No I like it the way it is I can choose who I want thank you very much

I have concerns regarding the lack of competition in pricing with garbage hauling should the city decide to
contract it.
If only one company is chosen and they get a 3 year contract at the end of 3 years, the current haulers may be
out of business and/or not have adequate number of trucks and employees to even bid again. Now with
several haulers, one may give a great financial bid. Three years from now with other haulers not able to bid
due to my above comments, the one hauler could jack the prices for the contract out of the park. We need a
minimum of 2 haulers.
The city should ALWAYS allow multiple collectors in the city. Having at least 3 to 4 collectors gives the citizens
of Anoka the power to choose the company that serves them best. Having choice empowers us to leave a
company that isn’t serving us to our expectations and to get better service elsewhere. If Anoka did go to a
single collector, it would be far too easy for that collector to brush off any complaints or concerns because they
know that you would have no alternative to switch to. On a personal note, we have lived here in Anoka about
two and a half years, and we already switched collectors once to get better service and a better price. We
definitely need to continue to provide options for the good of Anokans.
We want choice. Free enterprise. We don't want the City dictating our refuse hauler

The lack of competition in the marketplace is likely to lead to higher cost for residents, and other cities who
have single haulers have not proven to have lower road maintenance costs. I'm not in favor of making this
change.
Not interested, our streets were done about 10yrs ago and our curbs are crumbling already. Our curbs are
worse now than before the renewal, if you look at Coon Rapids new streets, they cut across wherever there is
a manhole which probably decreases the chance of the road cracking, our thoughts are not the garbage trucks
ruining our streets, it’s the quality of the workmanship, the guy spoke at city council mtg about the cold patch
doesn’t work well, yet the new streets blk top /concrete is not laid until late October when the cold is setting
in. To many street renewals going on at the same time do time frame is long and late in the year.
I don't like the idea of us not being able to get the best deal for what our needs are. If we go to organized solid
waste collections who is to say we are not going to be paying a much higher rates because we don't have any
say in negotiating these prices. On the flip side I would like to see less garbage trucks on the roads.
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71 Stefany Nikolaus
640 Weaver Blvd
OPPOSED
72 Rachel Dillard
573 Kennedy St
OPPOSED
73 Morgan Witty
849 Adams St
OPPOSED

No, we like being able to choose our company and negotiate fees. This will not be possible. I also think good
service will be out the window. I think if we are forced to use the same service, a company’s quality of service
will suffer.
No, I like having a choice. There is no evidence that going to one hauler would reduce wear and tear on the
roads.

74 Melissa
451 Benton St
OPPOSED
75 Aziza Marshall
636 Johnson St
OPPOSED
76 Joshua Pehl
808 Norwood Ave
OPPOSED

No organized waste collections! I feel that I can get a lower price when companies are competing for my
business.

No

No

78 Tara Theisen
921 Monroe St
OPPOSED

The city's justification of Examining Cemetery roads against normal roads is very stupid. You have even less
traffic on a Cemetery Road. So of course, they're going to look better. I would be for a single hauler due to the
environmental benefits of having less vehicle driving. However, I do not want Republic Services. We had them
when we first moved to Anoka and they were very expensive. I don't want my City utility bill to go up that
significant of an amount. If you are going to a single hauler you should use Ace because they are local and if I
look up and down my street most people already use them. I also want to know who's getting the kick back
from pushing this single hauler because it smells a little fishy to me.
First of all you shouldn’t be choosing to implement this. I have seen the facts and there is not enough
compelling or quantifiable evidence to justify that this is necessary for the city to intervene here. It takes away
our choice and freedom to choose the hauler we want. If you choose to move forward with this you better put
it on a ballot first and let the results from residents decide if they want this. Even if the city is convinced there
is a benefit to doing this, if the residents don’t you need to remember that you ultimately work for us. If you
force this upon us without a vote, this will not be popular for you during your next election.
We should be able to make our own decision on who we want to be our garbage haulers. We should be able to
price shop and find the best deal for our household. We already don’t get to choose recycling or electricity.
This is just another way governments want to run people. LET US CHOOSE AND CITY/GOVERNMENT STAY OUT!

79 Diana Pehl
808 Norwood Ave
OPPOSED

At this time, I am not in support of single hauler or removing the people’s choice to choose their services.
Please do not make a decision that will cause financial hardship by increasing people’s expenses more than
they have already been increased through other changes.

77 Jessica Muellner
220 McCann Ave
OPPOSED
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80 Michelle Eason
907 Blackoaks Ln
OPPOSED

No! We should be able to choose our own providers. They are competitive on rates and keeps the bills low for
trash which nobody cares to pay a lot for.

UNDECIDED – SEEKING MORE INFORMATION
1

Cheryl Bakken
1419 Roosevelt St
UNDECIDED

2

JoAnn Millette
UNDECIDED

3

Mark Norton
4027 10th Ave
UNDECIDED

4

Michael Swanson
520 McKinley St
UNDECIDED
Tim Kosel
UNDECIDED

5

We didn’t hear about the public meeting on this (no mailing, phone call, etc.) We just received a large card in
the mail stating we should be at the City Council meeting on February 4th before the vote to approve it. Our
concerns are:
1. Will we have the best, affordable price if you choose one hauler.
2. It looks like we won’t have the option to have our yard waste picked up. Is this true? We have gardens
throughout our yard and maple trees that shed in the spring. I like to keep my yard clean and therefore, put
waste in that bin weekly. We aren’t able to haul the debris each week to the compost site.
3. I did watch the PowerPoint, but my questions weren’t answered.
I’m not strongly for or against organized garbage haulers. I do like the idea of having one bill for my water,
sewer, electric and garbage – very convenient. I also like the idea of having the city negotiate with the haulers
to get the best deal for the citizens. I feel like if there are issues with the hauler, the City will have our back
rather than having to deal directly with the hauler. If the city does go to a single hauler system I’d like to see:
1. Yard waste pick-up be included in the contract. This would encourage people to dispose of their yard
waste properly instead of hiding it in their garbage can or piling it up in their back yard.
2. Introduce organics recycling. I know it’s probably not feasible to have organics pick up in Anoka, but if
there could be promotion for the idea of organics recycling and have a location in Anoka for drop off,
that would be wonderful. I know Anoka County has a program but it would be great to have our city
support/encourage this.
3. Include bulk items pick-up in the contract. I think if the provider could schedule a pick up day once or
twice a year – it would greatly help homeowners. They would be more likely to haul their
unwanted/unusable large items to the end of the driveway rather than stash it in their garage, on the
side of the garage or in their back yard.
I do not want to be billed by the city for waste collection. I'm not against having one hauler, but I do not want
the city handling my business. The way I understand it is that the city billing the residents is mandatory. What
if I choose other means of disposal? Would I be forced to pay? Are there choices on which size container I
need with different prices? Can you put collection (bill) on hold when not at resident for lengths of time? I like
control of my life and what I pay for.
I don’t care if there’s only one trash hauler, but if it has to be a 7 year contract, the rates have to be less than
I’m paying now because the hauler is going to save money and the city needs to make sure they don’t go up
every year unless there’s some type of wording in the contract to prevent that.
Dear Mayor Rice and Council members. I am writing to you regarding the city pursuing organized waste
collection. I would like to express that we are currently very pleased with our trash hauler and would like to
keep the ability to choose between companies as this seems to drive a competitive market, better service and
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fair market value. Maybe I am missing something but I guess I do not understand what the benefit of a city
contracted waste collection service would be. Also, I have concerns on how this impact our service and rates as
well as additional services like yard waste collection. I for one would like to retain the ability to choose our
waste collection service and decide to change services if I ever become displeased with my current service. I
request that you keep this in mind while moving forward with the conversation and decision. Thanks you for
your time!

6
7
8

9

Toni
UNDECIDED
Joan Aykens
UNDECIDED
Amanda Weigel
822 Charlotte Ave
UNDECIDED
Lisa Hardy
3520 Placer Ave
UNDECIDED

Hi Erik, Thank you so much for this detailed explanation as the reasons you have outlined did not occur to me. I
am at 3902 9th lane and I can tell you our street is in pretty rough shape and I understand how that would
benefit us. (I drive about 5MPH or slow because of the pot holes). I guess if pricing will not have a significant
increase my concern then would mainly lie with the level of service and if yard waste collection will still be
available. When I lived in Columbia Heights I believe it was city contracted trash and recycling. Most of the
time our bin would end up in the middle of our driveway so I would have to get out of the car to move it before
I could park. A minor inconvenience but something that should be easy to avoid. Is that necessarily an issue of
a single contract service? Probably not, but having the option to change services is nice if these types of issues
arise. From your email I can tell you that you truly care and I believe and can trust you have best interests of
Anoka in mind while making your decisions. I am looking forward to reading the literature you attached and
educating myself further on the issue. Lastly, I wanted thank you for taking the time to write this email, as I am
sure it is just as easy to reply "thanks for your input" and move on. :)
Erik, Will you please explain to me the pros and cons of single solid waste hauler?
Regards.
I couldn’t see the data on Qctv so I am not sure what the pros or cons are. One thing I know is that I wouldn’t
want prices rise. I am a Sr with limited income.
I wish recycling was weekly.

Would this really keep costs down for homeowners? How often would rates go up? Would new options like
compost be offered to all residents?
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